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Parks are often regarded as a relief to the congested urban environment. Due to 
limited developable land in Hong Kong, parks are however often sited right next to 
major roads which are sources of noise pollution. With the increased concern for a 
desirable urban park soundscape and control of road traffic noise impact, this 
research aims at characterizing the soundscape of urban parks in Hong Kong; 
determining if and how urban park soundscape is being shaped by road traffic noise; 
investigating if urban park soundscape can be improved by variation in park 
topography and water splashing sound; and understanding park visitors' perception 
to urban park soundscape. Being one of the pioneering soundscape researches in 
Hong Kong, this study has implications for urban park planning and design. 
A multi-pronged approach was employed to characterize the soundscape and to 
elucidate the park visitor's perception. Six urban parks of different sizes and park 
functions in Hong Kong were selected for this study. Apart from observing sound 
sources in the selected parks, sound intensity and frequency spectrum were measured. 
To determine the road traffic noise contribution to the urban park soundscape in 
terms of sound intensity, the measured sound level was compared with that 
calculated by computer model based on road traffic flow. Park users were 
ii 
interviewed concerning their perception of the soundscape and park environment. 
Urban park soundscape in general is predominantly shaped by road traffic noise in 
terms of sound source, sound intensity and frequency spectrum. Variation in park 
topography is effective in controlling road traffic noise intrusion into the park while 
water splashing sound can mask the low frequency road traffic noise. Questionnaire 
survey of over 800 park visitors shows while they are aware of road traffic noise, 
many nonetheless consider the overall environment of the parks as of good quality 
and do not regard road traffic noise as a major concern. This can be explained by 
Hong Kong's unique living environment. 
This study suggests that urban parks in Hong Kong should have a strong soundscape 
identity, so as to set it apart from the urban soundscape in most parts of the city and 
to make it an auditory refuge to urban noises. This study proposes introducing 
soundmarks for small parks to distract park visitor's attention from road traffic noise. 
For large parks, transition and diversification of soundscape should be fostered by 
creation of soundmarks and soundscape patches. This study also recommends using 
topographic variations and noise barrier to control road traffic noise from intruding 
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1.1 Introduction I 
Urban parks are important to urban dwellers who live in an environment devoid of | 
nature. Created to enhance the quality of life, urban parks serve various 
environmental functions and in the same time provide a platform for social 
interactions. However, poor planning and urban encroachment has undermined these 
functions because urban parks are always situated next to heavily trafficked road 
which is a source of pollution. It is uncertain how the urban park acoustic 
environment, or what Schaefer (1977) Hedfors (2003) and Brown (2003) called the 
"urban park soundscape", is being shaped by road traffic noise. In fact, soundscape 
has been enlisting attentions as a research issue since the 1970s due to the wide 
acceptance for its importance in environmental quality and community health. Based 
on the results of previous studies on human manipulated acoustic environments, this 
study aims at investigating soundscape of urban parks in Hong Kong. This chapter 
outlines the background of this research, the study purposes and its significance for 
improving the urban park soundscape. 
1.2 Research background 
1.2.1 Urban park functions and challenges 
Urban parks are highly valued resources in cities (Lam et al. 2004). It is created with 
the conviction that nature should be brought to the city to perform environmental 
functions like cleansing the air and water bodies (Beckett et al. 1998, Beckroge 1989, 
Givoni 1991) serving ecological functions as habitat for urban wildlife (Burgess et 
al 1988), providing open spaces for leisure and recreational activities (Morphet 1990) 
- 1 -
as well as meeting the intrinsic aspiration for nature for human beings (Coley et al. 
1997). 
In compact cities where open space for face-to-face interaction is scarce, urban parks 
play an important role by providing a platform for social interaction (Burgess et al. 
1988, Anna 2004). People are attracted to urban parks not only because of the 
amenities and facilities, but also because there is space for them to chat with others, 
to do exercise or for bringing children to play. Offering an escape from the 
hustle-bustle of the city life, an urban park is after all not just a physical existence of 
space, but is concerned about its quality such as environmental quality, vegetation 
configuration, safety, image and identity (Hayward and Weitzer 1984). 
Designed for relieving urban stress, urban parks are however always sited at 
marginal lands or as buffers between incompatible land uses due to market 
mechanism and urban encroachment (Lam et al. 2004). Situating close to sources of 
pollution, environmental pollutants such as fuel exhaust and traffic noise may negate 
the environmental and social benefits mentioned above, making environmental 
quality of urban parks questionable. Nonetheless, how the park environment is being 
changed and how much the environmental and social functions are shattered has less | 
i 
been characterized. j 
I 
1.2.2 Urban park acoustic environment 
i 
One of the important functions is that urban park soundscape allows a respite from i 
i 
urban noise, which Hedfors (2003) called the auditory refuge. With the sophisticated 
1 1 
state-of-art knowledge in noise control, it is expected to be free of unwanted urban j; 
noises such as road traffic noise. On the other hand, being an imitation of nature, 
- 2 - i 
i 
urban parks are supposed to be a place for enjoying natural sounds such as bird songs 
and water tumbling sounds. Apart from that, finely crafted man-made sounds like 
music may as well be found. Soundscape of urban parks are hence expected to be a 
mixture of urban man-made and natural sounds. 
However, with the over-emphasis on visual elements in landscape architecture, the 
approach adopted in designing the urban acoustic environment is only limited to | 
i 
"noise control" which is straightly borrowed from environmental noise assessment 
procedures such as Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA), that protection for the 
receiver is emphasized (Brown 2003). There is almost no intention in actively 
introducing and managing good sounds in parks (Ge and Hokao 2002). In recent 
decades, there is increased understanding that urban park soundscape is likely to 
affect park visit behaviour, directly and indirectly. i 
Coley et al. (1997) suggested that greater level of greening tends to attract more park | 
visitors. However, satisfaction of a place can be significantly reduced if road traffic 
I 
noise dominates, for example, a vegetated park land (Watts et al. 1999). There appear f 
j 
no guidelines for harmonizing the visual and auditory senses during park design and 
after all, the ultimate perception of the whole environment. Such importance of 
sound-image congruence may also be applied to the designation of activities taken 
place in the parks. While engaged in different activities, park users are likely to 
switch to different listening modes which lead to different auditory expectations 
(Hedfors 2003). Lam et al. (2004) suggested that park function zones 
accommodating noise tolerant activities such as sports can be allocated close to busy 
roads. However, how park visit experience is being affected by the congruence j 
between auditory image and activities carried is still under-explored. 
- 3 -
Soundscape quality may indirectly affect perception of other aspects of the park 
which determine park visit decision (Lam et al. 2004). The presence of people and 
thus an increased sense of safety (Coley et al. 1997 Kuo et al 1998) can be a pull 
factor for going to the park for doing exercise or bringing a child to play. Apart from 
acting as informal surveillance which discourages crime (Burgess et al. 1988 Coley 
et al. 7997), the presence of people also creates identity for a place (Carles et al. 
i 
1999). Identity, which is a magnet for people to gravitate, may be due to the presence 
of a group of neighbours you know or at least you are familiar with. It may also be 
created by the presence of a certain kind of sound (Sasaki 1993) which induces a 
sense of belonging. In urban parks, such special kind of sound may be broadcast 
music for morning exercise or familiar conversation of your friends in the afternoon. 
Past studies have demonstrated some theoretical characteristics and effect of natural 
sounds and urban noise, especially road traffic noise. Although there has been a lot of 
research about the negative impacts brought by road traffic noise such as annoyance 
and disturbance, how much the environmental and social functions are thus 
discredited is less known. Besides, it is uncertain how such combined acoustic 
environment affect park users' perception and visit behavior. In the practical sense, | 
due to lack of awareness in proactive soundscape design, the current practice used is | 
merely to control unwanted sounds. The management of sounds contributing to | 
urban park identity is almost ignored. In order to enhance the role of urban park 
soundscape which has significant implications to a city's health and vibrancy, I 
soundscape practitioners has urged for a change from noise control to soundscape j 
design in attaining a much desirable soundscape configuration. i 
1 




1.3 Urban parks in Hong Kong 
Urban parks in Hong Kong serve various environmental functions and as platforms 
for social interaction. As a green space for taking a rest and open space for sports and 
exercise, urban parks can also be a playgrourid for children as well as a passage way | 
I 




zones separating polluters and receivers, urban parks are however usually located at 
marginal sites or sited right next to industrial estates and motorways (Fig. 1.1). 
Similar to other compact cities around the world, urban parks are often small in size 
due to limited developable land. A few mini-urban parks and sit-out areas are even 
located under roads and elevated roadways (Lam et al. 2004) (Fig. 1.2). Such 
locational characteristics may negate the potential environmental benefits of urban 
parks. In fact, Hong Kong is one of the noisiest and densest cities in the world (Ko 
1978 Lam et al. 1999). According to the Environmental Protection Department of 
Hong Kong (2005), about, one million of Hong Kong people are exposed to 
excessive road traffic noise. Although newly developed areas are less affected by 
road traffic noise, many urban parks are located within existing road networks which 
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Figure 1.1. Locational Characteristics of Urban Parks in Hong Kong 
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Previous study on Hong Kong urban parks shows that conversation may be disturbed 
since the sound level is quite high (Lam et al. 2004). It is uncertain if the urban park 
soundscape is suitable for conversation which is a crucial and basic element of 
people interaction. From the acoustic point of view, park features found in Hong 
Kong such as vegetated landscape, earth mound and topographic variations and 
water structure (Woo 1996) are potentially able to moderate road traffic noise impact 
and generate desirable sounds to enhance soundscape quality. However, there is so 
far no comprehensive study of such unique soundscape which is created by the 
interactions of urban sounds and park sounds. 
Although previous studies found that the environmental quality of Hong Kong urban 
parks are undesirable, people are generally satisfied with the overall environment 
since the provision of greenery, open space and social functions are more valued in 
urban life (Lam et al. 2004). It is noticeable that environmental elements in the parks 
such as acoustic quality are less concerned even given its significance to the health of ‘ 
human beings. Porteous and Mastin (1985) attributed such over-adaptation behaviour 
to urban living environment is likely to cause a dulling of senses. ‘ 
I 
r « f ‘ • -i. I-
1.4 Conceptual framework and research objectives 
.. I, 
I 
Recent studies have pointed out that urban park soundscape is subjected to the 
influence of the surrounding road traffic and highlighted the potential impacts of | 
traffic noise on park users (Brown 2003, Hedfors 2003 Yang and Kang 2004). On 
the other hand, it is widely found that natural sound from sources like birds, wind, | 
•• . i 
and water structure in the parks can create a pleasant environment (Sasaki 1993, | 
Carles et al. 1999) which may offset the effects of road traffic noise (Ge and Hokao 
2002). However, these studies have only demonstrated measurement results of sound 
- 7 - I 
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intensity or identified sound sources in the parks. There appears no comprehensive 
quantification about how the urban park soundscape is jointly shaped by different 
sounds. Although past studies have identified different types of sound source, the 
study on the interplay of these sound sources is limited to Hedfor's study (2003) on 
soundscape clarity. Besides measurement of sound intensity, there is no effort in 
investigating the tonal characteristics or frequency spectrum of urban park 
soundscape. 
On the other hand, the focus of soundscape study should be placed on human 
perception as differentiated from the study of the sonic environment (Porteous and 
Mastin 1985, McGregor et al. 2002). We are short of knowledge about park users' 
perception to soundscape impoverished by road traffic noise, although numerous 
studies have shown that road traffic noise creates negative psychological and 
physiological effects (Guski et al. 1998) (Fig. 1.3). j 
— • —• — Physical Dimension -
I Natural Mechanic & 
I . man-made | 
• • • sound Frequency Spectrum • 
I ••• ‘ ••• (tonality) • 
I Sound Intensity > I 




, Park Visitors' Perception 
(Subjective Dimension) 
Figure 1.3. Conceptual Framework 
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Using urban parks in Hong Kong as a case study, this study aims at: 
1. Characterizing the soundscape of urban parks in Hong Kong; 
2. Determining how urban park soundscape is being shaped by road traffic noise; 
3. Investigating if urban park soundscape can be improved by variations in park 
topography and water splashing sound. 
4. Understanding park visitors' perception to urban park soundscape. 
1.5 Research significance 
By 2007, more than 50 percent of the world population will be living in urban area 
(Department of Economic and Social Affairs 2004). Despite the convenience of city 
life, urban dwellers have to face different environmental challenges and one of which 
is road traffic noise problem. As an important outdoor living environment, urban 
parks are regarded as a respite from the hustle-bustle urban environment. Due to the 
limited land competition power, urban parks in compact cities are however often the 
land pieces being left behind of large scale urban development. Even those 
designated in the early stage of urban planning, like Victoria Park in Hong Kong, 
they can be surrounded by heavily trafficked motorways that makes the soundscape . 
quality questionable. As perception and satisfaction of the environment is more and 
more visual-dominant (Ingham et al 1999), the human faculty of hearing has been 
overlooked (Wrightson 2000) and park visitors may have to suffer from road traffic 
noise without realizing the impact with their dulled senses (Porteous and Mastin 
1985). 
By characterizing the soundscape of urban parks, this study is significant in the ways 
that not only it reveals how noisy our urban parks are, but also illustrates the 




whole urban park soundscape in a congested urban environment. 
While investigating park visitors' perception to soundscape, this study has 
implications for the visual-dominant landscape architects to rediscover the auditory 
aspects of park design. Understanding the more concerned aspects of park visitors, 
planners can optimize the resource allocation in future park development in the urban 
environment. Apart from that, this study reflects if the current approach in designing 
urban park soundscape is appropriate to the community concerned while urban parks 
are important outdoor living area to urban dwellers. 
As the effect of water splashing sound and topographic variations are investigated, 
this study as a case study has implications on future design strategies of urban park 
topography and facilities configuration with reference to auditory senses. 
In short, by investigating the road traffic noise impact and park visitor's perception, • 
this study has significant implications on designing a better urban park soundscape 
which is crucial for a more livable and enjoyable living environment. 
1 I ( i 





Noise problem in our living environment has been studied for decades and an 
interdisciplinary research approach is recommended (Karlsson 2000). Being an 
indispensable element in urban life, urban park study has however not received 
adequate attention in respect to its soundscape quality. 
With increased consensus that road traffic noise can have severe impact on human 
subjects while its impact on urban parks has also been highlighted in previous studies, 
urban planners and landscape architects, who are the major designers, usually adopt 
the conventional "noise control" approach in minimizing such potential impact rather 
than proactively designing the soundscape. 
From the theoretical perspective, Schaefer (1977) was one of the pioneers who ‘ 
criticized such approach in managing sound in our living environment and urged for 
a proactive approach which he called soundscape design. It was then followed by 
three decades of research and debates on soundscape design. Brown (2003) saw that 
the debates are fruitful but pointed out that the efforts so far were, in his word, "high 
in vision". He took a step forward in introducing some preliminary acoustic 
objectives as practical guidelines. 
This chapter reviews the changing approach in managing noise problem in urban 
* 
living environment; the impact of road traffic noise on human subjects and; the 
previous studies on urban park soundscape. 
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2.2 Changing approach in managing noise problem in living environment: from 
noise control to soundscape planning 
2.2.1 Noise control: sound (noise) as a waste to avoid 
In the conventional approach used for designing the acoustic environment, sound is 
merely treated as a waste to be avoided and controlled on the technical ground 
(Hedfors 2003). Such noise control approach aims at protecting the noise receiver 
using a "source-path-receiver" strategy (Brown 2003). Any sound source regarded as 
unwanted, such as heavily trafficked street, will be visually screened and acoustically 
controlled in terms of sound intensity. Sophisticated techniques such as shielding, 
absorption and reflection are employed to reduce the propagation of unwanted noises. 
Sound intensity at potential noise receivers is reduced in order to protect them from 
noise induced negative effects. Besides, noise sensitive receivers such as residential 
land use are usually allocated at places far from noise source by means of land use 
planning or sound level zoning (Phillips 1996). ? 
As only sound intensity is concerned, such approach is being criticized for not 
considering other aspects of the target sound such as tonality (Schaefer 1977), 
impulsivity, frequency and number of events, etc (Job and Hatfield 2001) as well as 
the whole acoustic environment. Receivers may even prefer "high" sound level in 
certain occasions (Hedfors 2003). Besides, acoustic design approach and regulations, 
which only account on noise exposure or does-response curves, are also attributed for 
ignoring the relationship among soundscape, the physical environment and receiver's 
psychology (Job and Hatfield 2001). 
2.2.2 SoundScape planning: sound as a resource to utilize 
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In recent decades, there is increasing consensus for a proactive design and 
management of the acoustic environment - from noise control to soundscape 
planning. Brown (2003) summarized that the old approach in designing and 
managing acoustic environment, which aims at protecting receiver by the 
source-path-receiver strategy, deals only with sounds of discomfort and sound is 
merely treated as a waste or by-product to avoid. The conventional approach in 
managing acoustic environment is accused of lacking terminology for creating 
desirable acoustic environments, despite minimizing noise induced negative effects 
(Hedfors 2003). Even in 1977 the concept of "Imaginative placement of sound" put 
forward by Schaefer has already laid down the platform for creative use of sound. It 
is thus widely advised that soundscape planning should be something more than 
borrowing noise abatement objectives in minimizing adverse impact on human or 
simply dealing with sound intensity (Fortkamp 2000, Berglund and Nilsson 2001, 
Brown 2003, Hedfors 2003). Acoustic environment should also be treated in the way 
like visual element in landscape design (Brown 2003). , 
2.2.3 Soundscape as a guiding principle 
As a departure from the conventional practice, the concept of soundscape which 
Schaefer (1977) put forward has become the centre of focus in soundscape planning: 
I 
! 
"I call the acoustic envirotunent the soundscape, by which I mean the total field of 
sounds wherever we are. It is a word derived from landscape, though, unlike it, not 
strictly limited to the outdoors “ 
(Schaefer 1977) 
The meaning of soundscape is further interpreted and differentiated with the concept 
of “soundfield by Porteous and Mastin (1985) and McGregor et al. (2002). 
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"Soundscape refers to the sonic environment of a receiver of a sound, with the 
receiver as the center. ... Soundfield refers to the sonic environment of a sound I 
source, with the sound source as the center.“ 
^ (Porteous and Mastin 1985) 
i 
“ ‘ 
"Derived from landscape, soundscape can be defined as the auditory environment 
within which a listener is immersed, differs from the concept of soundfield which can 
be defined as the auditory environment surrounding the sound source, which is | 
normally considered in terms of volume, duration, location and frequency range.“ 
(McGregor et al. 2002) 
2.2.4 The importance of soundscape 
Since the 1970s, there have been increasing studies in discussing the importance of 
soundscape to mankind. Some soundscape practitioners highlighted the need for 
preserving various attributes in a soundscape. Schaefer (1977) urged for preserving 
soundniarks which may reflect a community's character, such as the pounding sound 
of Big Ben in London. Sasaki (1993) warned the spatial range that soundmark can be 
heard is becoming smaller due to the increase of traffic noise. To avoid diminishing 
landscape value out of sound-image incongruence, Carles et al. (1999) urged for 
conserving soundscapes such as that of urban park which is likely to be encroached \ 
by urban noises. Krause (2000) reminded the worldwide lost of soundscapes can 
have substantial negative impact on world ecosystem. Stanton (2000) substantiated 
such need for soundscape protection in the national park or wilderness level. 
In the project "Soundscape support to health", Skanberg and Ohrstrom (2001) 
highlighted the importance of careful soundscape design in relation to people's health. 
He proposed that a healthy acoustic environment can be created by soundscape 
variations instead of noise abatement It is then substantiated by the concept of [ 
I 





"Auditory refuge” (Hedfors 2003) where people can have a respite from noises. 
"City garden is recommended as auditory refuge to offer a variety of sonotopes to 
the surroundings, making visitor to feel in control of the sonic situation, yet not 
necessary mean more quiet & clear. Auditory refuge is a place offering another 
acoustic environment than that of the surroundings, emphasized on sound quality 
and the refuge 's space quality and accessibility yet can be time-zoned.“ 
(Hedfors 2003) 
2.2.5 Criteria for soundscape planning 
The basic question is what makes a good soundscape? After the promulgation of | 
soundscape concept by Schaefer (1977), there are many debates on soundscape 
design up till now. Criteria for a desirable soundscape are being discussed 
worldwide. 
2.2.5.1 Sound intensity and quietness 
In order to reduce noise induced negative impacts, the conventional practice aims at 
controlling sound intensity of the whole acoustic environment. Sasaki (1993) agreed 
that by stressing the importance of silence. Yang and Kang (2004) found that the 
lower the background level, the quieter it feels. She concluded that background 
sound level is an important index for evaluating soundscape and recommended 
lowering the background sound level to create a comfortable acoustic environment. 
f , 
The recommendation of quietness is on the other hand being criticized for inadequate 
in designing a desirable acoustic environment. A pleasing soundscape is neither 
created by reducing noise, nor providing quiet (Berglund and Nilsson 2001). Kilman [ 
and Kropp (2001) claimed that soundscape planning is not about quieting all spaces 
(Brown 2003). They indicate it is unreasonable to expect low level of traffic noise in 
f:. f 





urban area. Hedfors (2003) even pointed out the preference of high sound intensity in 
certain occasions by saying ‘‘Quiet is not a necessary and sometimes "noisiness “ is 
appropriate in places with high activity ... Auditory refuge not necessary means more 
quiet & clear. City parks are suitable to provide space for many different auditory 
refuges, but not all acoustic environments in city parks are calm places of refuge; 
several are, in fact, lively environments. “ Brown (2003) commented that using sound 
intensity alone for soundscape planning is inappropriate. 
J 
2.2.5.2 Sound source, soundscape clarity and sound preference | 
As soundscape is defined as a totality of sound in a given time and space (Schaefer 
1977) the different types of sound found are regarded as the components of that 
soundscape. Scholars such as Schaefer (1977), Sasaki (1993), Okuda et al. (1994), I 
F 
il 
Brown (2003), Hedfors (2003) and Yang and Kang (2004) interpret soundscapes by j 
I 
• . . ‘ 
identifying the different types of sounds and considered them "sound sources". \ 
I . 1' n 
Sound sources are further classified as dominant sound, prominent sound and f 
background sound. "Dominant sound" is regarded as sound that dominates the | 
f 
soundscape in terms of perceived loudness (Okuda et al. 1994, Brown 2003, Yang i 
and Kang 2004). "Prominent sound" is considered as distinctive sound that occurs ‘ 
f I 
relatively rarely, having a progression consisting of a preliminary attack, a body of 
sound and a region of decay (Hedfors 2003). In contrast, "background sound" does I 
I: 
not posses a corresponding progression and is experienced as continuous and lacks [ 
i 
both attack and decay segments (Hedfors 2003). [ 
i 
In the "Model of Prominence" put forward by Hedfors (2003) (Fig. 2.1) the intensity 
) 
that prominent sounds and background sounds being experienced are used for I 
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describing soundscapes and is called "soundscape clarity". In terms of soundscape 
• - ^ -
clarity, there are four kinds of soundscapes, namely clear, crowded, powerful and 
mild. 
"If prominent sounds were strongly experienced against a weak background then the 
soundscape can be said to be clear. The opposite relationship is known as a crowded 
soundscape. If both prominent and background sounds are strongly experienced then 
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Figure 2.1. Model of Prominence (Source: Site Soundscapes. Hedfors, 2003) 
Soundscape clarity is thus considered as a supplement to sound intensity for 
soundscape design which can effectively characterize the experience of different 
sound sources in outdoor environments (Hedfors 2003). 
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Concerning sound preference, people may dislike certain soundscapes colored by 
unwanted sounds which contribute to overall sound level is negligible (Berglund and 
Nilsson 2001, Brown 2003). On the other hand, favorable sounds should also be 
utilized (Schaefer 1977’ Kim et al. 2000, Hedfors 2003). Sasaki (1993) concluded 
that desired sound should have good tonal qualities, emit sounds at appropriate times 
and duration, match with surroundings and be acceptable to residents of the 
neighbourhood. Several scholars such as Berglund and Nilsson (2001), Ge and 
Hokao (2002) and Hedfors (2003) highlighted that a pleasing soundscape is created 
by a composition of sounds from people and their activities, from animals and nature ^ 
itself, etc. The same sound can however be wanted or unwanted in different 
soundscapes (Brown 2003). Wanted and unwanted sounds thus have to be identified 
and justified by general public in meeting diversity of needs and interest (Sasaki 
1993, Brown 2003). 
2.2.5.3 Sound information content, sound-image congruence and acoustic 
masking 
Different sounds contain different salient information that enhance and emphasize 
the different component of the environment (Carles et al 1999). For instance, rural 
sounds represent acoustic heritage (Schaefer 1977, Carles et al. 1999, Wrightson 
2000). Besides, sound provides information in complement to visual data. Indicating 
landscape components not detected by eye, sounds can induce appreciation or 
rejection according to the environment (Carles et al. 1999). Appropriate use of sound 
can help conveying desired message and attaining desired environmental perception. 
For instance, natural sounds such as bird songs can induce states of relaxation which 
increases appreciation of natural and artificial settings (Carles et al. 1999). Human 
sounds such as footsteps and conversations can add to an appreciation of humanized 
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spaces. On the other hand, mechanical sounds such as road traffic noise may signal a 
deterioration of perceived environmental quality of a vegetated park land since it 
may clash with the aspirations of being peaceful and quiet. Carles et al. (1999) and 
Viollon et al. (1999) concluded such importance of sound-image congruence in 
shaping environmental perception and satisfaction. Hedfors (2003) recommended 
avoiding omnipresence of traffic noise since it can attract attention. 
The concept of masking has also been studied in the past decades. Yet no systematic 
research has been conducted for masking of environmental sounds by one and 
another, such as those in urban living place like urban park. One of these limited 
types of research was carried by Brown and Rutherford (1994). The highlighted the 
potential use of water sound in masking unwanted sounds such as road traffic noise 
in public place. 
"Waterfalls are not just visual delights - the sound of splashing, gurgling and 




However, landscape design fails to consider such attribute and acoustic criteria are 
i 
not always a parameter in fountain designs. In the case where road traffic noise is | 
masked by running water sound, partial masking is achieved if only traffic noise 
trough is masked, and complete masking is achieved if both traffic noise trough and 
j 
peak are masked. Such different acoustic zones and masking characteristics can be | 
due to relative sound level difference in road traffic noise and water sound, and can 
-
also be achieved due to different proximity between the sound sources (Brown | 
2003). 
I 




2.2.5.4 Acoustic comfort 
In describing and evaluating soundscape, various indicators are developed (Viollon 
and Lavandier 2000, Berglund and Nilsson 2001, Yang and Kang 2004). As an 
important component of overall physical comfort, acoustic comfort is (Yang and 
Kang 2004) proposed as a supplement to perceived sound level in evaluating 
soundscape. According to Yang and Kang (2004) acoustic comfort is considered as 
the degree of comfort felt in a specific soundscape. They proved that there is no 
significant difference in sound level judgment and acoustic comfort judgment 
between male and female. However, although no significant difference in sound level 
judgment is found among age groups, there is significant difference in acoustic 
comfort judgment. Teenagers tend to be the most unsatisfied while older people are 
the most satisfied. Besides, there is significant difference between sound level 
evaluation and acoustic comfort evaluation. Acoustic comfort appeared to be less 
correlated with Leq. This implies people tend to be more tolerant in terms of acoustic 
comfort evaluation. Another factor affecting evaluation of acoustic comfort is the 
type of sound source. Yang recommended introducing pleasant sound, especially a 
masking sound, to improve acoustic comfort even when sound level is high. (Yang 
and Kang 2004) 
2.2.5.5 Acoustic objectives 
No matter how grand the proposed soundscape configuration is, the output is always 
not being the case when put into practice. This can be out of misinterpretation due to 
jargons and complicated concepts which are hard to understand, letting alone idea 
sharing and debate. Hence, Brown (2003) proposed some preliminary acoustic 
objectives to make communication among acoustician and non-acoustician easy and 
jargon-free. Wrightson (2000) criticized urban soundscape being lo-fi (fidelity) 
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which makes cities dull and lacking identity. Brown (2003) argued that even urban 
soundscape dominated by road traffic noise can be hi-fi (fidelity or clear), 
particularly in lower volume roadways or when close to major road. Instead of sound 
intensity and soundscape fidelity, acoustic objectives are defined on basis of 
information content. Natural sounds or human sounds predominating over 
mechanical or amplified sounds are suggested to modify the soundscape information 
content. Such approach allows amendment through community survey which makes 
soundscape design adaptive to meet local aspirations. Moreover, the destined 
soundscape can be good for speech or music as well as enhancing geographical or 
cultural identity. 
2.2.6 From soundscape planning to environmental design: 
Appraisal of sounds depends on the extent it matched with the occurring settings. 
When sounds are not appropriate to the context in which they occur (e.g. traffic noise 
in a natural landscape), they are perceived as noise and negatively rated (Carles et al 
1999 Viollon et al. 1999, Yang and Kang 2004). Job and Hatfield (2001) 
recommended planning and evaluation of soundscape should be extended into the 
scale of designing the whole environment. Apart from the physical characteristics of 
sound itself and the whole acoustic environment, the other aspects of the physical 
environment as well as the receivers' psychology should be taken into account, not 
only because they affect reaction to noise, but may also ameliorate negative reactions 
when it is not feasible to reduce noise exposure (Job and Hatfield 2001). 
2.3 Impact of road traffic noise on human 
Noise pollution is widely recognized as one of the largest contributors to outdoor and 
indoor environmental nuisance since urbanization and industrialization last century 
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(Williams and McCrae 1995). Being the dominant noise in urban area (Brown and 
Rutherford 1994), road traffic noise subjects people, especially for those living in 
areas with heavy road traffic and under long term exposure (Yoshida et al. 1997) to 
suffer from various kinds of discomfort and reducing tHeir well-beings (Ouis 2001). 
Besides, low frequency noise enlists especially great concern because of its greater 
potential impacts than higher frequency noise (Berglund et al 1996). This section 
reviews arguments in defining the concept of human response to road traffic noise 
and highlighting some moderating factors such as acoustic masking and visual 
screening on human response to road traffic noise. 
2.3.1 Detection of road traffic noise 
Aspect affecting sound detection includes acoustical factors such as sound intensity, 
spectrum content, complexity and existence of pure tones, time duration, amplitude 
and frequency of level fluctuations, rise time of impulsive sounds (Laniancusa 2000, 
Ouis 2001). Apart from that, there are non-acoustical factors such as time of 
occurrence, place of occurrence, time of year, and receiver's physiological status 
such as hearing impairment (health) and psychological features such as noise 
sensitivity, past experience, social and cultural attitudes towards the noise (Ouis 
2001). 
2.3.2 Response to road traffic noise 
Annoyance is mostly used in the literature for describing human response to sound. 
However, recent researches argued that human response to sound needed to be 
broadened to include all consequences of noise within an individual, namely, reaction 
to noise, physiological, behavioral and cognitive response apart from annoyance 
(Hatfield 2001). 
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Besides, the acoustic environment (soundscape), the physical non-acoustical 
environment which the targeted sound occurs (enviroscape), such as topography and 
meteorological conditions have to be taken into account when assessing overall 
response to noise (Job and Hatfield 2001, Hatfield 2001 Ouis 2001). 
2.3.2.1 Reaction to noise 
Reaction to noise refers to psycho-emotional response, such as annoyance, 
dissatisfaction, distraction and anger, etc (Hatfield 2001). Among various form of 
noise reaction, annoyance is the most commonly studied aspect. Annoyance is seen 
as the major effect of noise but its definition different from countries (Guski et al. 
1998). Generally, apart from partly reflecting the acoustic situation (Guski et al. 1998, 
Kurra et al. 1999), it is a multi-faceted psychological concept describing a relation 
between an acoustic situation and a person who cognitively and emotionally 
evaluates this situation and feels partly helpless (Guski et al. 1998). 
Significant correlation was found between annoyance and noise exposure above 55 
dBA (Lercher and Kofler 1996). Correlation at residential area becomes even 
stronger for high levels of road traffic noise levels above 65 dB(A) and may induce 
behavioral responses (Ouis 2001). Apart from using noise level, interference with 
daily activities should also be a predictor for annoyance since it is the second highest 
correlated with annoyance (Osada et al 1997). On the other hand, Sato et al. (1999) 
found that number of noise events do not influence extent of annoyance as compared 
to sound level. 
The consequence of noise annoyance is widely studied, yet mostly is limited to 
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indoor experience in residential area. For instance, Osada et al. (1997) found that 
residents' dissatisfaction with the living environment and wish to move away 
depends strongly on noise annoyance. Versfeld and Vos (2001) found that annoyance 
at home is virtually independent of the proportion of heavy vehicles. Outdoor 
research on annoyance from road traffic noise is generally lacking. 
2.3.2.2 Physiological response 
Road traffic noise also induces physiological response such as hearing loss (Leong 
and Laortanakul 2002), either temporally or permanently, aural pain; Non auditory 
physiological effects such as reduced respiration gagging, coughing, triggering 
resonance in human body and causes greater subjective reactions (Berglund et al. 
1996) elevated blood pressure results from reaction such as anxiety (Hatfield 2001). 
Berglund et al. (1996) stressed that road traffic noise effects is particularly greater 
than other noise of higher frequency components. Yoshida et al. (1997) demonstrated 
that at noise level of LAeq 24hr 54 dB or [ 24hr 6 9 dB is the critical point above 
which respondents indicated increased effects on health and reports of disease 
increased. 
2.3.2.3 Behavioral response 
Behavioral response such as activity disturbance may partly promote negative 
reaction such as annoyance (Hatfield 2001). Onuu (1999) found that residents of 
South-Eastem Nigeria suffer a level of annoyance and disturbance and therefore 
prefer to move away and live in quieter area. Besides, nocturnal road traffic noise 
interferes destructively with sleep quality (Ouis 2001) and LAeq is a good index of 
road traffic noise on sleep (Kuwano et al 2002). 
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2.3.2.4 Cognitive response 
Quis (2001) summarized that road traffic noise can lead to reduced speech 
communication intelligibility, decrease in performance or slower task execution. 
Besides, short term memory process can also be interrupted (Kurra et al 1999). On 
the other hand, Hatfield (2001) suggested that certain cognitive response such as 
attitude and sensitivity may act as modifier to noise reaction. Noise sensitivity is 
independent of noise level (Ouis 2001) and is a stable personality trait covering 
attitudes towards a wide range of environmental sounds and is a major antecedent of 
noise reactions such as annoyance (Zimmer 1999). In a community noise study 
conducted by Lercher and Kofler (1996) noise sensitive people showed a quiet 
different response pattern with lower overall nuisance, fewer behavioral actions but 
stronger health impact than those persons actually having expressed their annoyance. 
Apart from that, about 25 percent of a medium sized city population is noise 
sensitive and middle aged group (25-55) has lower noise sensitivity in general. It is 
concluded that noise sensitive individuals are likely to be more annoyed by traffic 
noise, especially at night (Ouis 2001). 
2.3.3 Moderating factors for road traffic noise impact 
The negative impact of road traffic noise increases with the extension of traffic 
network in urban area. Noise reduction measures such as noise barriers are usually 
impracticable in congested cities where land resource is scarce. Auditory masking 
and visual screening are recommended to moderate the impact and thus to reduce 
negative human response in order to enhance society well being. 
2.3.3.1 Auditory masking 
Auditory masking is defined as one sound interferes with the perception of another 
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(Lamancusa 2000). Urban area is dominated by road traffic noise which frequency 
spectrum is concentrated in low frequency. Having similar frequency spectrum 
characteristics, water structure sound has the potential to mask unwanted road traffic 
noise. By manipulating the shape and loudness of water structure, one can create 
different acoustic zones (zone of detection, zone of influence and zone of exclusion) 
and extent of auditory masking (total masking or partial masking) (Brown and 
Rutherford 1994). Even though the peak and hom cannot be fully masked, a great 
portion of road traffic induced noise can be effectively masked when water structure 
of similar sound pressure level and frequency spectrum is introduced as acoustic 
camouflage (Hedfors 2003). As a result of being distracted by other water splashing, 
detection of unwanted road traffic noise reduces so as the subsequent negative 
response. However, many water structures take no consideration of such potential 
(Brown and Rutherford 1994). 
2.3.3.2 Visual screening 
Human interaction with the environment is multi-sensory. In order to reduce negative 
impact and subsequent response to road traffic noise, it is a luxury to sacrifice 
valuable land in congested cities as buffer between road and noise sensitive land uses. 
Thus, screening structures in forms of noise barrier or vegetation belt is always a 
substitute. 
However, appropriateness of using vegetation as visual screen to unwanted road 
traffic is questioned in recent researches. Viollon et al. (1999) found that visual 
conditions modify the auditory perception of subjects to a significant degree. Carles 
et al. (1999) has come up with arguments on sound-image congruence, which means 
the appraisal of a sound depends largely on the extent to which it matched with the 
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setting in which it occurred. When sounds are not appropriate to the context in which 
they are perceived and do not provide readable information in the same time, such as 
traffic circulation in a natural landscape, they are perceived as noise’ and the 
environment is negatively rated (Carles et al. 1999). This implies man-made sounds 
such as road traffic noise can denote the existence of activities which are not present 
in the image, and signal deterioration in the environmental quality of the landscape. 
The finding is similar to Watts et al (1999)'s research on effects of vegetation on 
perception on traffic noise in the same year. Listeners are more sensitive and respond 
more negatively to noise when source was visually screened. The increased 
sensitivity, which can be explained by Carles' concept of sound 'alert-raising 
capacity' (Carles et al. 1999), results in higher than expected subjective assessments 
of noisiness. (Watts et al. 1999). Since the salient information brought by road traffic 
noise cast a mismatch with the quiet expectation on the natural landscape, it is 
recommended that narrow belts of trees & shrubs should not be used for noise 
screening purpose (Watts et al. 1999). 
2.4 Previous studies on urban park soundscape 
2.4.1 Focus on sound intensity 
Many previous studies in the literature, namely Schaefer (1977), Porteous and 
Mastin (1985) Ozdeniz (1992) and Yang and Kang (2004) investigated urban park 
soundscape in terms of physical acoustic environment, and the most concerned 
attribute is sound intensity. Such focus on investigating sound intensity appeared to 
be an inertia stemmed from the conventional practice of noise control. To cite 
Ozdeniz's study (1992) on Turkish urban parks as an example, the aim was to reduce 
the sound level in compliance to the Turkish Noise Control Regulation. Sophisticated 
barrier design was thus proposed in controlling road traffic noise from outside. There 
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were also attempts establishing relationship between sound intensity and human 
perception. With the proliferation of knowledge on relationship between noise 
exposure and health effects, negative effects on urban park users are expected when 
are exposed to high noise level (Yang and Kang 2004). Besides, Yang and Kang 
(2004) found Leq is well related with subjectively evaluated sound level, especially 
below 73dBA in various European urban parks. The lower the background sound 
level, the quieter it feels. Moreover, their study also found significant difference in 
perceived sound intensity in terms of age and sex. 
2.4.2 Sound as a resource to utilize 
A number of studies investigated urban parks on other soundscape aspects. Looking 
at the sound source, Porteous and Mastin (1985) found the frequency of natural and 
human generated sound types tend to decrease with increasing sound intensity in 
Beacon Hill Park, Southfair field, Canada. Investigated some neighbourhood parks in 
Osaka, Japan, Okuda et al. (1994) found that the urban park soundscape is dominated 
by sounds generated from outside such as automobiles, factories and construction 
works. Natural sounds from wind and birds inside the parks are masked by noise 
from outside and are scarcely heard. On the other hand, human activities generated 
sounds such as voice of playing children make the soundscape cheerful. Kim and 
Fujimoto (1994) did another research about environmental attributes by 
questionnaire interview in some residential green area in Fukuoka, Japan. He found 
environmental noise, sanitary condition, natural environment are highly correlated 
with amenity. Pocket parks in urban area of Auckland in the same year are found to 
have dramatically reduced in terms of natural and cultural soundscapes while noise 
increased much at the same time (Nyunt 1994). Yet, the concept of soundscape is less 
well defined in this study. 
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In the study conducted by Hedfors (2003) the soundscape of Linnetrad-garden in 
Uppsala, Sweden is strongly influenced by surrounding sounds, particularly traffic 
noise. Applying his model of prominence, the soundscape has a dominant 
background, tending towards an absence of prominent sonic figures and adjacent 
sounds. In other words, the soundscape of studied park is crowded with strong road 
traffic background. Acoustic comfort is an important factor for overall physical 
comfort (Yang and Kang 2004). Since the evaluation of acoustic comfort is affected 
by type of sound, she recommended introducing pleasant sounds, especially masking 
sounds, to improve acoustic comfort, even when sound level is high. 
2.4.3 Recommendations on park soundscape design 
Here summarizes various recommendations for urban park soundscape design. Dated 
early in the 1970s, Schaefer was the pioneer recommending soundscape approach in 
designing urban park instead of borrowing noise control strategies. Parks, which he 
called the soniferous garden, should be acoustically designed to draw attention by 
sonic attractions, stimulate minds for mental rejuvenation and meditation. Schaefer 
(1977) suggested to 'let nature speak for itself when designing the soundscape. This 
is agreed in various studies afterwards which also suggest introducing natural sounds 
by providing natural habitat for wildlife (Ge and Hokao 2002) and construction of 
water structure (Brown 2003). Area for active usage, for instance, playground, is 
beside proposed to create man-made sounds such as children's laughter which makes 
soundscape cheerful (Okuda et al 1994). Hedfors (2003) even proposed to diversify 
sound sources both inside and outside urban parks. For in stance, bells clinging on 
trees and fountain as auditory focus in the park while graveling street surface outside 
the park. 
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Apart from that, urban parks are recommended to be an "auditory refuge" having 
strong "auditory identity" in contrast to that of the urban area (Hedfors 2003). For 
instance, to create contradiction or sense of difference to urban soundscape by 
providing acoustic transition zone at entrance using pavilion which increase aural 
awareness. 
"Auditory refuge ... a place where listeners perceive themselves to be in control of 
their acoustic environment ... a place which offers another acoustic environment 
than that of the surroundings ...it exists in contrast and sometimes in contradiction to 
the surroundings.“ 
(Hedfors 2003) 
"The swroimdings of the public city garden provided it with an identity which 
consisted of modern city sounds; the proximity showed few signs of life in this case. 
The sounds of visitors ‘ steps and the gardeners ‘ raking in the gravel were 
nevertheless viewed as careful sounds. The location was perceived as a small oasis 
due to the songs of the birds, but the surroundings dominated the auditory identity ... 
All locations can be expected to have a unique auditory identity.“ 
(Hedfors 2003). 
As a form of acoustic attraction which Hedfors (2003) called "soundmark", 
distinctive sound source such as water splashing sound is proposed to draw attention 
from park visitors. Besides, a mosaic of "soundscape patches" is recommended for 
large parks through introduction of different sound sources (Hedfors 2003). 
On the other hand, there are studies which recommended conventional approach in 
controlling sound intensity (Yang and Kang 2004) by reducing traffic noise 
contribution from outside the park, using noise barrier (Ozdeniz 1992) and 
topographic variations (Schaefer 1977, Okuda et al. 1994, Ge and Hokao 2002). 
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2.4.4 Research gaps 
Previous researches have sought to demonstrate different approaches in studying 
urban park soundscape, there are however still limitations in characterizing the 
soundscape and leaving a number of unanswered questions. 
Urban parks have been studied from the view of noise control which sound intensity 
and knowledge about its relationship with human perception is deepened. Most of the 
measured sound intensities in previous studies are above the standard recommended ‘ 
by the World Health Organization for outdoor living area. However, it is uncertain to 
what extent such high sound intensity are actually contributed by road traffic noise 
which has been mentioned many times in these studies. Another important aspect of 
characterizing soundscape is the tonality or frequency spectrum but it is virtually 
unattended in the past studies. 
i 
For sound sources, unwanted sounds tends to deteriorate soundscape quality (Okuda 
et al. 1994 Yang and Kang 2004) while wanted sounds are found to be able to 
increase soundscape quality (Schaefer 1977 Kim and Fujimoto 1994 Okuda et al. | 
1994, Nyunt 1998, Ge and Hokao 2002, Hedfors 2003 Yang and Kang 2004). As 
long as dominant sound and background sound of urban parks have been observed in 
most of the past researches, prominent sound and soundscape clarity appears as an 
important aspect worthwhile being investigated in evaluating the soundscape quality 
with regard to the "Model of Prominence" (Hedfors 2003). 
Besides, most of the previous researches have studied small parks such as 
neighbourhood parks and mini parks while large parks such as community park and 
city park, according to the classification scheme of Mertes and Hall (1995), have not 
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been investigated. It is uncertain if there is a difference in spatial variation of 
soundscape between large parks and small parks. Moreover, parks serve different 
functions in a day and also in different park function zones. Yet, there is no 
systematic survey on soundscape variations in different time of a day and different 
park function zones. Apart from that, it is recommended that variations in park 
topography and the water splashing sound of fountain can reduce (Ge and Hokao 
2002) and mask (Brown and Rutherford 1994) road traffic noise respectively. 
Nonetheless, there is insufficient data to demonstrate the extent of such effectiveness. 
Within a total land area of slightly over 1000 W , Hong Kong is home to about 
seven million people. Because of the terrain, most of these people live and work in 
15 percent of the total land area, resulting in probably the densest city in the world. 
The high population density is also paralleled by high vehicle density on the roads 
(EPD 2005). Statistics have shown that the vehicle fleet has increased by 70 percent 
in the last decade and the demand, unless properly managed, will outgrow the 
increase in road capacity (EPD 2005). One million of Hong Kong people are exposed 
to excessive road traffic noise (EPD 2005). Although newly developed area are less 
affected by road traffic noise, many urban parks are located within existing road 
networks which noise emitted can hardly be dealt with. This compact city with urban 
parks intermingled in the dense transportation network provides a good platform for 
investigating urban park soundscape. Moreover, the abundance of park visitors (Lam 
et al 2004) offers a great opportunity for unraveling the human perception to such 
soundscape which is likely impoverished by road traffic noise. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
* • % 
METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Introduction 
To answer the study objectives, this chapter describes the research methodology and 
gives details on the techniques used. Treating the soundscape as a whole, this study 
attempts to characterize the urban park soundscape by unraveling sound sources in 
addition to sound intensity and tonal characteristics. The influence of road traffic 
noise on the soundscape is determined in terms of physical contribution and its 
subjective effects are judged by park visitors. Being the center of focus in 
soundscape studies, the perception of park visitors is investigated by questionnaire 
survey. 
3.2 Site selection 
Based on maps and aerial photos, urban parks and open spaces in Hong Kong were 
first identified. City parks, neighbourhood parks, public sports grounds, mini sports 
grounds, sit-out areas, and playgrounds were then classified according to the 
hierarchical classification scheme proposed by Mertes and Hall (1995). 
As detailed in Table. 3.1 two city parks and four neighbourhood parks were selected 
for a number of reasons. First, to determine the extent of the impact of road traffic 
noise, parks were selected either next to trunk road (Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6) or 
surrounded by roads on all sides (Fig. 3.2). Second, since Lam et al:s study shows 
greater sound intensity variation in large than in small parks (2004), parks of 
different sizes were selected, including large ones such as Victoria Park and Morse 
Park (Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.3) and smaller ones such as Sheung Shui Park, Choi Hung 
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Road Playground, Siu Lek Yuen Road Playground and Po Hong Park (Fig. 3.1 Fig. 
3.4, Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6). Third, the selected parks serve various kinds of park 
functions. In Victoria Park (Fig. 3.2), Morse Park (Fig. 3.3) and Po Hong Park (Fig. 
3.6) a great variety of park functions can be found, such as sit-out area, sports 
ground, children playground and exercise area, providing open spaces for both active 
and passive activities. The other smaller parks are essential public space for general 
recreation and relaxation purpose for the surrounding community. Forth, some parks 
were selected with variations in park topography that provides opportunities for 
studying how the topography may affect the propagation of traffic noise in the parks. 
Morse park (Fig. 3.3), for example, is eight meters higher than the surrounding roads 
while Siu Lek Yuen Road Playground (Fig. 3.5) is three meters sunken. There is a 
nine meters high earth mound on the northern side of Choi Hung Road Playground 
(Fig. 3.4). Furthermore, the fountain in Victoria Park (Fig. 3.7) allows study on 
masking effect of water splashing sound. 
Table 1. Urban Parks Identified for Study 
, category Park pgrk Number of Park function zones 
Park (J.D. Mertes, size g ^ sides t v 
1995) (m?) Shape abutting TV 
roads SG CP SA EX 
Morse Park Community Park 80x1 (P Triangular 2 ^ >/ 
Victoria Park 177x103 Square 4 , > / y / s / Y Y 
R^ g^ p^ g"^  community Park 21x103 Triangular 2 y / X / X / 
6x103 square 3 X X , 
Siu Lek / / / / 
Yuen Road Community Park 40x103 ongated 3 V X V v v 
Park 
Po Hong community Park 40x103 square 4 v^ ^ ^ V 
r 3rK 
SG: Sports ground SA: Sit-out area TV: Topographical variation 
CP: Children playground EX: Exercise area 
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Figure 3.3. Morse Park 
Figure 3.4. Choi Hung Road Playground 
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Figure 3.6. Po Hong Park 
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Figure 3.7. Fountain at Victoria Park 
Before the commencement of field measurements and questionnaire survey, field 
observations were initially made at each selected park to identify the issues merited 
more focused investigation. The observed aspects include sound sources, soundscape 
intensity and tonality; presence of distinctive acoustic features such as fountain; 
configuration of park function zones and its usage; profile of park visitors (age, 
gender); and potential sites for sound intensity measurement that would best reflect 
the overall conditions. 
3.3 Characterizing urban park soundscape 
3.3.1 Identification of sound source 
In soundscape studies, it is important to identify source sources as in many previous 
studies namely Schaefer (1977) Okuda et al (1994) Nyunt (1994), Hedfors (2003) 
and Yang and Kang (2004). The "dominant (Okuda et al, 1994) and "prominent" 
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sounds (Hedfors 2003) were identified to elucidate the relationship between 
prominent sounds and background sounds and for soundscape characterization. The 
latter can help explain the acoustical configuration for a certain time and space. To 
accomplish the task, the Australian Forum for Acoustic Ecology has recruited 
subjects with normal hearing ability to listen in the study areas, documenting 
different kind of sounds heard during the soundwalk (Schafer, 1975). While 
acknowledging the merits of the sound source identification approach, the researcher 
of this study, for practical reasons, had identify soundscape attributes in the selected 
parks with his own ears. Employing acousticians for soundscape attributes 
documentation is considered impractical due to resource constraints and also 
inappropriate because the purpose of this research is to characterize urban park 
soundscape perceived by normal people. 
The observed acoustic attributes in this study include sound source, dominant and 
prominent sound, soundscape clarity as well as activities taken place. A total of 276 
observations have been conducted each lasting for 15 minutes. Since different 
activities with different sound sources are likely to produce different soundscapes, 
observations were made at different function zones in the park, namely Sit-out Area 
(SA), Sports Ground (SG), Exercise Area (EA) and Children Playground (CP). 
Besides, sound source tend to vary in different time of a day even in the same place. 
For instance, the soundscape of a children playground may be dominated by bird 
twittering in the morning while dominated by children's laughter in the afternoon. 
Observations were scheduled on weekdays and the sampling period was subdivided 
into three time slots, namely morning (0700-1000) mid-day (1000-1600) and late 
afternoon (1600-1900). Although previous studies have proved vegetation being 
inefficient in reducing road traffic noise (Watts et al. 1999) this study also 
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investigated if vegetation, which potentially attract wildlife such as birds that are 
sources of natural sounds, has an effect on diversifying soundscape composition. 
3.3.2 Field measurement of sound intensity and frequency spectrum 
Two approaches were employed to determine the sound intensity of the targeted 
urban parks. 
Free-field sound measurements were conducted using a 01 dB-Stell SOLO sound 
level meter to determine the sound intensity and 1/3 octave frequency spectrum. 
Conforming to the international standard lEC 61672-1, this Type I sound level meter 
have a specified frequency response for sound incident on the microphone from one 
principal direction in an acoustic free field or from random directions (American 
National Standards Institute 2002). Before and after the measurement, the sound 
level meter was calibrated at 1 kHz using an acoustic calibrator. During measurement, 
the height of the noise meter was set at 1.2 m above ground which is at about the 
height of the human ear of a person sitting. 
As the same time as the field identification of sound sources, measurements were 
done at the same park function zones (Sit-out Area Sports Ground, Exercise Area 
and Children Playground) at different time slots of the day (i.e. morning, mid-day, 
late afternoon) at the six selected parks (Fig. 3.1 to Fig. 3.6). This is to get a general 
picture of sound level of each park function zones at different times of the day. The 
traffic flow adjacent to the measurement points in this study ranges from 315 to 3932, 
which, according to the Calculation of Road Traffic Noise Manual (Department of 
Transport Welsh Office 1975) required no more than fourteen minutes to get a 
representative sound level measurement, given the registration rate is sixty per 
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minute. Thus, the measurement duration of for fifteen minutes in this study is 
considered enough. 
/ 4000 120 \ 
tmin = V + ) minutes 
Legend 
t^in = measurement time 
q = total traffic flow per hour 
r = registration rate of measured 
sound level sample per minute 
Secondly, the sound intensity variations in 24 hours were measured using a B&K 
2236 Type I sound level meter placed in a metal case with sensor located at 2 meters 
high above ground. Before and after the measurement, the sound level meter was 
calibrated using an acoustic calibrator. Measurement locations were set in large and 
small parks, sit-out area, sports ground, exercise area and children playground to 
compare the sound intensity variations in 24 hours among these different park 
settings (Fig. 3.1 to Fig. 3.6). 
3.3.3 Contribution from road traffic noise 
Assuming the sound intensity measured at a certain location represents the totality of 
sound from various sources, an attempt was made to determine the contribution from 
road traffic by comparing the sound intensity actually measured with that simulated 
by noise modeling. 
To illustrate the temporal difference in road traffic flow, modeling was done to 
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simulate scenarios in the morning (0700-1000) in the mid-day (1000-1600) and in 
the afternoon (1600-1900) respectively. Besides modeling sound intensity at the 
corresponding measurement locations of the six parks and in different time of the day, 
two dimensional horizontal isobel maps were generated at 1.5 meter above ground 
for each park to ascertain the spatial variation of sound intensity over the park. 
I t 
To model the propagation of road traffic noise into the park from surrounding roads, 
the MITHRA (version 5.01) noise assessment software (OldB MVI Technical Group) 
was used. Mithra closely observes the NMPB calculation algorithm (French national 
computation method) that complies with the ISO 9613 Standard that systematizes 
methodological principles related to estimation of acoustic energy distribution in 
areas connected with road infrastructure (Lebiedowska and Zouboff 1999). The 
NMPB calculation algorithm was prepared for similar geographic and noise 
propagation conditions, has been checked by means of reliable tests in real 
conditions (Lebiedowska and Zouboff 1999) (Fig. 3.8). 
To model the propagation of road traffic noise from nearby roads 300m from the 
park edge, the traffic flow volume of each road was calculated by averaging the 
hourly traffic flow volume in the morning (0700-1000), mid-day (1000-1600) and 
afternoon (1600-1900) obtained in the Annual Traffic Census 2003 (HKSAR 
Transport Department 2003). Besides, traffic speed and the percentage of heavy 
vehicles of each road were also obtained by averaging the hourly traffic speed and 
heavy vehicle percentage respectively using the data in the Annual Traffic Census 
2003 (HKSAR Transport Department 2003). Traffic flow conditions of each road, 
whether being fluid or interrupted, were specified in the model according to field 
observation (Fig. 3.9). Other data being put into the model include digital maps of 
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land cover with specification of soft or hard ground, topographic variations within 
the simulation area (Fig. 3.10) and configuration of surrounding building structure 
(Fig. 3.11). The atmospheric temperature and relative humidity of the district on the 
day of measurement were considered using meteorological data from the Hong Kong 
Observatory. 
Schafer (1977), Ge and Hokao (2002) suggested to use topographic variations such 
as earth mounds and sunken park design which have potential in reducing road traffic 
noise impact like noise barrier at roadside. However, due to the presence of other 
variables such as sound sources other than road traffic noise which may affect 
measurement results, it is hard to determine the acoustic reduction ability of 
topographic variations by field measurement. Besides, the psychological effect of 
topographic screening can be determined in a more precise manner in a lab-simulated 
environment. To keep other variables constant, the effect of topographic variations in 
reducing road traffic noise in terms of sound intensity was examined by computer 
modeling using the with-without feature scenario comparison. 
3.3.4 Questionnaire design to study human perception 
In addition to physical characterization of the urban park soundscape, human 
perception to the soundscape was investigated using questionnaire survey. The 
survey was conducted in Cantonese and an English translated questionnaire is 
attached in Appendix One. 
Using a five-point Likert Scale, park visitors were asked to rate for their satisfaction 
upon the overall environmental quality in the parks. Instead of horizontal 
arrangement, descriptive characters were vertically shown to avoid visual distortion 
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of scales (Fields et al. 2001) (Table. 2). 
I 
Table 2. Questionnaire Chart 1 
1/Chart 1 




Dissatisfied very much 
Noisiness, sanitary condition and naturalness of the environment are more significant 
in determining perception of environmental amenity (Kim and Fujimoto 1994). In 
order to understand which attribute(s) affect(s) park user's perception to the 
environment more in Hong Kong urban parks, park users were asked to tell, using 
open-ended question, the liked and disliked aspects with respect to the park 
environment. Acoustic aspects were purposely scheduled to be asked in the latter part. 
This is to avoid any particular environmental attribute being emphasized too much 
which may distract subjects' attention from the more concerned aspects. 
Park visit experience and satisfaction is shaped by many factors such as past visit 
experience (Hayward and Weitzer 1984). Park visitors were thus asked for 
commenting on the importance of various positive aspects which may affect their 
park visit decision, namely good accessibility, presence of vegetation, good air 
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quality, tranquility, safety, availability of sports facilities and park facilities, presence 
of friends and community activities, etc. 
Park visitors were then asked to comment on the overall perceived noisiness of the 
parks as well as the particular function zone where they are located (Table. 3). 
Subjects were also asked if they have any noise induced negative experience during 
park visit, such as being annoyed, being hard to concentrate, hard to listen to others 
clearly, etc. Apart from perceived noisiness, preference to a certain soundscape can 
be lowered by an unwanted sound which may not be loud (Berglund and Nilsson 
2001, Brown 2003). Park visitors were thus asked to identify the type of sound heard 
during the interview and indicate their preference (Table. 4) to their perceived 
dominant sound of the interview location. Besides, they were asked about level of 
annoyance if there was any from such dominant sound. Urban park soundscape 
impoverished by the intruding road traffic noise from surrounding roads (Ge and 
Hokao 2002, Hedfors 2003) can have negative impact on park users. To ascertain if 
there is an impact on park visit experience, park visitor were thus asked to comment 
on the perceived noisiness of road traffic (Table. 3) and its level of annoyance (Table. 
5). 
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Table 3. Questionnaire Chart 2 
2/Chart 2 




~ ~ Very noisy 
Table 4. Questionnaire Chart 3 
3/Chart 3 




~ D i s s a t i s f i e d very much 
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Table 5. Questionnaire Chart 4 
4/Chart 4 
~ Not at all annoyed 
A little bit annoyed 
Moderately annoyed 
Quite annoyed 
}^IS ~ ~ Very much annoyed 
While engaging in different activities, park users tend to adopt different listening 
modes which results in different auditory expectations (Hedfors 2003). Lam et al 
(2004) suggested that park user engaged in noise insensitive activities such as ball 
games is likely to be tolerant to unwanted sound such as road traffic noise. Park 
visitors were thus asked for their park visit purpose. Added to park visit purpose, 
park visit behaviour such as frequency of visit, time of visit in a day, being alone or 
accompanied may as well affect listening mode, auditory expectation and soundscape 
perception and thus park visit purpose was asked. Besides, demographic factors and 
personal background including sex, age, occupation, education level and distance 
from residence to the parks were obtained. 
3.3.5 Sampling strategy 
A total of 900 questionnaire interview were conducted in the selected urban parks in 
the summer of 2004 with a response rate of 93 percent (834 successfully finished 
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copies. Four hundred and fifty questionnaires were collected in the six urban parks in 
weekdays. Park users excluding park staff in the pre-classified park function zones, 
namely sit-out area, sports ground, exercise area and children playground, and in the 
morning (0700-1000) mid-day (1000-1600) and afternoon (1600-1900) were 
randomly sampled. 
I 
According to preliminary field observations, the water splashing sound of a fountain 
was found to be dominating the soundscape of a sit-out area in Victoria Park when it 
was turned on (Fig. 3.7). While the fountain was turned off, road traffic noise from 
the adjacent busy road became the dominant sound of the sit-out area. In order to 
investigate the potential masking effect (Brown and Rutherford 1994) by that 
fountain, park users in this particular sit-out area were interviewed using a 
with-without water splashing sound comparison approach. 129 and 99 questionnaires 
were successfully finished when the fountain was turned on and off respectively. 
3.4 Summary 
In brief, six urban parks in Hong Kong of different sizes and functions were selected 
as the study area. To characterize the soundscape, sound source, sound intensity and 
frequency spectrum were determined and field observation and physical 
measurement were carried out in the selected parks, in different park function zones 
and in different times of a day. To determine the extent that urban park soundscape 
being shaped by road traffic noise, the sound intensity measured in the field was 
compared with that simulated by noise modeling based on road traffic flow. The 
effect of topographic variations in controlling road traffic noise intrusion into the 
parks was examined by a with-without topographic variations approach using 
computer modeling. Park visitor's perception to urban park soundscape was studied 
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using questionnaire survey in the selected parks, in park function zones and in 
different times of a day. Concerning the effect of water splashing sound in 
moderating impact from road traffic noise, questionnaire survey was again conducted 
using a with-without water splashing sound approach. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
CHARACTERISTICS OF URBAN PARK SOUNDSCAPE - THE CASE OF 
HONG KONG 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents and attempts to explain the characteristics of urban park 
soundscape in Hong Kong from aspects of sound source, sound intensity and 
frequency spectrum. 
4.2 Sound source 
To unravel the sound source of urban park soundscape, fifteen-minute short-term 
field observations were conducted in the six targeted urban parks, in park function 
zones and in different times of a day. Dominant sound (Brown 2003), prominent 
sound (Hedfors 2003) and soundscape clarity (Hedfors 2003) were documented for 
each observation. A fifteen-minute sound level measurement was conducted during 
each observation. This yielded a total of 234 observations and measurements 
respectively. The identified sound sources were classified as mechanical sounds, 
man-made sounds and natural sounds and are presented in the following paragraphs. 
In general, road traffic noise was the most usually recognized sound source, 
dominant sound and prominent sound while bird twittering was the second (Fig. 4.1 
Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3). Other sounds were less recognized and sometimes were 
dominant and prominent sound in some areas. In terms of soundscape clarity 
(Hedfors, 2003), urban park soundscapes were found to be mostly crowded (Fig. 
4.13), even the clear soundscapes are of prominent road traffic noise. 
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4.2.1 Mechanical sounds 
Road traffic noise was the most frequently found sound source and dominant sound 
in both large and small parks (Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.5) and; in different park function 
zones (Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8) and throughout the day (Fig. 4.10 and Fig. 4.11). This 
can be attributed to the poor location of urban parks which are usually sited next to 
or even surrounded by roads. Besides, urban parks in Hong Kong are small in size 
which means a lack of space for noise attenuation. Worse still, the lack of protective 
features such as barrier allows an intrusion of road traffic noise into the parks. Added 
with the continuous traffic in the day time, it is not unexpected to hear road traffic 
noise in the parks throughout the day. 
On the other hand, the roads surrounding urban parks are usually busy with road 
junctions and bus stops. The interrupted vehicular flow always produces discemable 
squeaking and accelerating sounds which can be regarded as a kind of prominent 
sound. Due to such "stop and go" traffic flow pattern, road traffic noise as a 
prominent sound was frequently found particularly in small parks (Fig. 4.6), in 
sit-out area and sports ground (Fig. 4.9) and throughout the day (Fig. 4.12). 
Hong Kong is a small but vibrant city that renovation works for beautifying the 
streetscape and maintaining urban infrastructure are frequent. It is thus not unusual to 
hear piling noise from construction works and drilling noise from road paving. 
Besides, noise from aircraft was noted at parks which are located close to the flying 
route. 
4.2.2 Natural sounds 
To offer a place for a respite from the hustle-bustle style of city life, urban parks are 
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designed to have features like undulating topography and vegetation as an imitation 
of the nature. Such landscape makes the park environment hospitable to wildlife such 
J 
as aviaries and insects which are sources of natural sounds. 
Among the sound sources identified in this study, bird songs was the second most 
frequently found sound source and the second dominant sound (Fig. 4.4, Fig. 4.5 Fig. 
4.7 Fig. 4.8 Fig. 4.10 and Fig. 4.11). Very often, chirping of birds contributed to the 
background of the urban park soundscape while distinctive chirping from an 
individual bird could be a prominent sound. Such frequent occurrence of bird songs 
can be attributed to the important role of Hong Kong to many migratory birds and 
residence birds. Situated in a strategic geographical location with appropriate climate, 
Hong Kong is a desirable place for migratory birds to take a rest in the mid-way. 
Urban parks are on the other hand a habitat for residence birds where greenery is 
scarce in the urban area. In fact, the number of bird species in Hong Kong is one 
third of that in the United Kingdom (Dudgeon and Corlett 1994.). 
Apart from bird songs, chirping of insects could be found in urban parks, particularly 
in vegetated area where the environment is more naturalized. The chirping of insects 
appears to show diurnal and seasonal patterns. For instance, crickets chirp at night 
while cicadas chirp in the summer. Besides, water bodies such as pond and stream 
serve as the habitat for aquatic wildlife and amphibians which are also sources of 
natural sounds such as croaking of frogs. Water structures such as the fountain in 
Victoria Park produces splashing and plunging water sound. Even leafy vegetation 
itself produces rustling sound during windy days. 
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4.2.3 Man-made sounds 
It has been highlighted in chapter one that urban parks in Hong Kong offer a number 
of social functions. In the four park function zones which accommodate 
corresponding human activities, various man-made sounds were found (Fig. 4.4 Fig. 
4.7, and Fig. 4.10). 
Park users' conversation was sometimes heard in sit-out areas where city dwellers 
spend their leisure time socializing. They were mostly found in the morning and in 
the afternoon as a sound source while some were dominant sound and prominent 
sound in limited locations in the parks. Urban parks, especially the sit-out area, are 
often used as a passageway to office or school. Sound of footsteps could be found in 
some frequently visited areas in the parks during rush hours. Sports ground in urban 
parks is often the only place where urban dwellers can play sports and choices are 
always limited to ballgames like basketball or football. Sounds of bouncing ball were 
found in sports ground and particularly distinctive during a match added with 
whistles and commands. Such sounds thus became a prominent sound in the zone. 
Laughter of kids was often noted in children's playground and exercise area and was 
usually found after school and could be distinctive. Broadcast music, usually 
meditating music for Chinese Kung Fu like Tai Chi, was found in exercise area in the 
morning. Besides, distinctive sounds such as sounds of opening Tai Chi fan were 
sometimes produced during exercise. In some area of the parks, regular park 
maintenance works, mostly sweeping sound, were noticed. Yet, these man-made 
sounds seldom dominated the soundscape, but were rather prominent sounds. 
4.2.4 Soundscape clarity 
Being an "auditory refuge", urban parks should offer another soundscape than that of 
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the urban environment and it is important to contemplate on the degree of 
"soundscape clarity" which is defined as place where listeners perceive themselves to 
be in control of their acoustic environment (Hedfors 2003). 
According to field observation results on soundscape clarity, more than half of the 
observation sites were found to be crowded in general (Fig. 4.13). Sixty-nine percent 
of these crowded sites were dominated by road traffic noise while road traffic noise 
was one of the prominent sounds in 70 percent of the crowded soundscapes. Half of 
the clear soundscapes were ironically dominated by road traffic noise while road 






Figure 4.13. Soundscape Clarity (Overall) 
In terms of park size, soundscapes of small parks were mostly crowded with strong 
traffic background. In large parks, half of the sites were crowded like those in small 
parks while one third of the sites were clear with prominent road traffic noise (Fig. 
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4.14). Among the four types of park function zones, the soundscapes were mostly 
crowded. (Fig. 4.15) It was also found that most of the soundscapes were crowded 
throughout the day (Fig. 4.16) In a limited number of observation sites with crowded 
soundscapes, strong background composed of natural sounds such as bird songs was 
strongly experienced. In short, urban park soundscapes were mostly crowded with 
strong road traffic background. Even the soundscape is clear, prominent sound was 
usually road traffic noise. 
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Figure 4.14. Soundscape Clarity as a Function of Park Size 
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Figure 4.15. Soundscape Clarity as a Function of Park Function Zone 
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Figure 4.16. Soundscape Clarity as a Function of Time of Day 
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4.3 Sound Intensity 
Apart from providing open space, urban parks serve social and environmental 
functions. Urban parks may thus be seen as a living area vital to urban dwellers. With 
reference to World Health Organization's "occupational and community noise fact 
sheet" ( 2 0 0 1 ) , the limit for outdoor living area is 5 5 dB(A ) i6hr which will cause 
annoyance. In this study, 98 percent of the measurement results exceed 55dB(A), 
however short term which last 15 minutes, which appears to be high and undesirable 
for urban parks as an outdoor living area (Fig. 4.17). 
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Figure 4.17. Measured Sound Intensity as a Function of Park Size 
As seen from Fig. 4.17’ sound intensity in large parks was generally lower than that 
of small parks. This can be explained by a greater attenuation of road traffic noise in 
large parks due to longer distance from roads outside. Concerning a limited number 
of particular high sound intensity measured in inner areas of large parks, they can be 
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explained by the presence of sound sources other than road traffic, such as singing 
birds in Morse Park. 
Although sound intensity of all park function zones exceed 55 dB(A), exercise area 
was the relatively quieter place while sit-out area is the louder zone among the four 
(Fig. 4.18). This can be explained by the locational factor that exercise area is usually 
located in the park interior while sit-out area are always close to roads which are 
sources of road traffic noise. 
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Figure 4.18. Measured Sound Intensity as a Function of Park Function Zone 
Fig. 4.20 shows that sound intensity is more or less stable during daytime while there 
is a sharp rise at around 0500h in the morning caused by the increasing traffic flow in 
the morning rush hour. Among different park function zones, the pattern of sound 
intensity change in 24 hours of sit-out area fluctuates less which may be explained by 
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the proximity to roads and the consistent traffic flow character in Hong Kong. The 
occasional peaks in sports ground, exercise area and children playground may be 
attributed to the presence of sources other than road traffic noise in a certain period 
of time. For example, in the morning there were people playing basketball and in the 
afternoon there were other man-made sounds such as bouncing balls and 
conversation. According to results of 15-minute measurements, urban parks in Hong 
Kong were slightly noisier in the morning and in the afternoon which are as the rush 
hours in a day (Fig. 4.19). In addition to the higher traffic flow, the percentage of 
heavy vehicle during the rush hours are also higher. 
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Figure 4.19. Measured Sound Intensity as a Function of Time of Day 
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Figure 4.20. Measured Sound Intensity as a Function of 24- hour Profile 
4.4 Contribution from road traffic noise to urban park sound intensity 
The contribution from road traffic noise to urban park soundscape was determined in 
terms of sound intensity. Using acoustic modeling, the sole contribution from road 
traffic noise was obtained. Regarded as the urban park sound intensity, the measured 
sound intensity is considered to be higher than the modeled sound intensity. By 
subtracting the modeled sound intensity from the measured sound intensity, it is 
possible to obtain the contribution from sounds other than road traffic noise, in other 
words, the "non-traffic contribution". 
This section presents some of the representative modeling results and the 
two-dimensional maps showing spatial contribution of road traffic noise to the six 
studied urban parks are presented in Appendix Two. 
In terms of park size, traffic noise tended to have a greater contribution in small 
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parks (Fig. 4.21, Fig. 4.22, Fig. 4.35). This can be explained by the lack of space for 
traffic noise attenuation. Besides, other sounds in small parks may be quieter than 
road traffic noise or the number of sound sources louder than road traffic noise is less 
than those in large parks. In large parks, attenuation of road traffic noise is greater 
because of the availability of space (Fig. 4.36) added with the presence of undulating 
topography as barrier against the intrusion of road traffic. Moreover, sound sources 
louder than road traffic noise are more found in large parks than small parks. 
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Figure 4.21. Road Traffic Noise Contribution on Sound Intensity in Large Parks 
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Figure 4.22. Road Traffic Noise Contribution on Sound Intensity in Small Parks 
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Figure 4.23. Road Traffic Noise Contribution on Sound Intensity in Sit-out Area 
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Figure 4.24. Road Traffic Noise Contribution on Sound Intensity in Sport Ground 
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Figure 4.25. Road Traffic Noise Contribution on Sound Intensity in Exercise Area 
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Figure 4.26. Road Traffic Noise Contribution on Sound Intensity in Children Playground 
The contribution from road traffic noise was high and was similar in all park function 
zones (Fig. 4.23, Fig. 4.24, Fig. 4.25 and Fig. 4.26). This indicates a general 
dominance by road traffic noise despite the difference in park function which attracts 
different sound sources. This can be referred to the observation result that sounds 
other than road traffic noise such as bird songs, bouncing balls and conversation were 
usually prominent sound rather than dominant sounds. Although there were other 
sounds attracted by park functions, they had limited influence in modifying the urban 
park soundscape in terms of sound intensity. 
In terms of different time in a day, road traffic contribution was great throughout the 
day (Fig. 4.27 Fig. 4.28 and Fig. 4.29). In the mid-day, the contribution is 
particularly great and this can be explained by the decrease in sounds sources such as 
bouncing balls and conversation. 
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Figure 4.27. Road Traffic Noise Contribution on Sound Intensity in the Morning 
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Figure 4.28. Road Traffic Noise Contribution on Sound Intensity in the Mid-day 
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Figure 4.29. Road Traffic Noise Contribution on Sound Intensity in the Afternoon 
From Figure 4.30, it can be seen that about two-third of the non-traffic contribution 
were greater than two decibels. This reflects the considerable contribution of road 
traffic in terms of sound intensity. As urban parks in Hong Kong are generally small 
in size, a large portion of the park land is close to the surrounding roads. On top of 
the limited space for traffic noise attenuation and absence of noise screening 
structure, there might be contribution from other sounds but the extent is probably 
minimal. For, instance, there might be a few birds twittering or park visitors talking 
but the sounds are generally weak and discontinuous. On the other hand, the sites 
with greater non-traffic contribution are usually located in the interior of larger parks 
(e.g. Victoria Park and Morse Park). Moreover, these locations are often found to 
have sounds louder than road traffic noise, such as broadcast music, bouncing balls, 
twittering birds and chirping insects. 
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Figure 4.30. Cumulative Percentage of Non-traffic Contribution 
In short, urban park soundscape was found to be predominantly shaped by road 
traffic noise in terms of sound intensity. Parks of smaller size are generally more 
susceptible to road traffic noise, while the contribution is similarly great in different 
park function zones and throughout the day. 
4.5 Frequency spectrum 
Field measurement results reveal that in large and small parks, in the four park 
function zones and through out the day, the frequency spectrum of soundscape of 
urban parks in Hong Kong generally had a high portion of low frequency content 
(Fig. 4.31, Fig. 4.32 and Fig. 4.33). This may be explained by a general dominance 
of road traffic noise. 
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Figure 4.31. Frequency Spectrum as a Function of Park Size 
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Figure 4.32. Frequency Spectrum as a Function of Park Function Zone 
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Figure 4 .33, Frequency Spect rum as a Function of T ime of Day 
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Figure. 4 .34 . Frequency Spec t rum of Sites Dominated by Dist inct ive Sounds 
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Nonetheless, distinctive pattern in medium and high frequency content were found in 
limited number of sites. It was observed in these sites that specific sound sources 
such as chatting people, singing birds attracted by the park functions has the potential 
to diversify the pitch of urban park soundscape (Fig. 4.34). For instance, Man-made 
sounds such as conversation and bouncing balls appeared to add high and medium 
frequency contents. Besides, natural sounds such as cicadas chirping and water 
splashing sound tended to add medium and high frequency contents. In a sit-out area 
in Morse Park, bird songs made the soundscape to have distinctive high frequency 
content. 
4.6 Effect of topographic variations 
It has been discussed above that undulating topography makes urban parks hospitable 
to wildlife which helps adding natural sound sources such as insect chirping and bird 
twittering. On the other hand, using computer modeling, variations in topography 
were found to be effective in reducing road traffic noise impact in terms of sound 
intensity. 
In Choi Hung Road Playground, it was found that the 9-meter high earth mound 
acted like a natural noise barrier blocking traffic noise from outside (Fig. 4.37 and 
Fig. 4.38). While in other parks, such as Morse Park and Siu Lek Yuen Road 
Playground are topographically "elevated" and "sunken" respectively in comparison 
to the altitude of the surrounding roads respectively. Computer modeling revealed 
that such difference in elevation was effective in controlling intrusion of road traffic 
noise (Fig. 4.39 Fig. 4.40, Fig. 4.41 and Fig. 4.42). Although topographic variations 
in different forms were found to be effective in controlling road traffic noise 
intrusion, it has been discussed earlier that urban park soundscape was still being 
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predominantly shaped by road traffic noise. Thus, without such topographic 
variations only increases the contribution to the entire soundscape in terms of sound 
intensity. 
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Figure 4.35. Road Traffic Noise Contribution Sheung Shui Park Morning Scenario 
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Figure 4.36. Road Traffic Noise Contribution Victoria Park Morning Scenario With Earth Mound 
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Figure 4.40. Road Traffic Noise Contribution Morse Park Morning Scenario Without Earth Mound 
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4.7 Conclusion 
In general, field observation and measurement results show that urban park 
soundscape was predominantly shaped by road traffic noise in terms of sound source, 
sound intensity and frequency spectrum. This can be attributed to the poor location 
of urban parks in Hong Kong which are usually sited next to or even surrounded by 
roads. 
In terms of sound source, road traffic noise was the most frequently found sound 
source and dominant sound in both large and small parks, among the four park 
function zones and throughout the day. Other sounds, particularly bird twittering 
being the second most frequently found sound source found in the urban parks, were 
prominent sounds that do not dominate the soundscape. As a result, their influence in 
diversifying urban park soundscape was limited. 
In terms of soundscape clarity, soundscapes of small parks were mostly crowded 
with strong traffic background. In large parks, half of the soundscapes were crowded 
like those in small parks while one third were clear with prominent road traffic noise. 
Soundscapes were mostly crowded among the four types of park function zones and 
through out the day. 
Short term measurement results show sound intensity was generally high and 
considered undesirable for urban parks as outdoor living area. Sound intensity in 
large parks was lower than that of small parks. Exercise area was the relatively 
quieter place while sit-out area was the louder among the four park function zones. 
t . 
Urban parks were slightly noisier in the morning and in the afternoon due to the 
higher traffic flow and higher percentage of heavy vehicle. While quantifying the 
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extent that urban park sound intensity being contributed from road traffic noise, 
small parks were generally more susceptible to road traffic noise impact, while the 
contribution was similarly great in different park function zones and throughout the 
day. 
Due to the dominance of road traffic noise, the measured frequency spectrum show a 
great portion of low frequency content in large and small parks, in the four park 
function zones and through out the day. 
Computer modeling results show that variations in park topography is capable of 
controlling road traffic noise intrusion into the parks. 




This chapter presents park users' perception on soundscape in urban parks of Hong 
Kong based on a questionnaire survey. Results of the survey are explained in terms 
of park users' perception on park noisiness, sound source and road traffic annoyance. 
The difference in soundscape perception between large and small parks and among 
different function zones are discussed. In the latter part of this chapter, this study 
attempts to interpret the soundscape perception in a broader sense together with the 
overall satisfaction to the park environment. 
5.2 Urban park noisiness 
According to Job and Hatfield (2001) and Brown (2003), measured sound intensity 
alone is inadequate in representing a particular soundscape. It is important to study 
park visitor's perception on urban park soundscape. Although short term 
measurement results show that urban park sound intensity was quite high (Chapter 
Four, Section 4.3 and Fig. 4.17) urban parks were generally regarded as quiet to 
moderately noisy in Hong Kong urban parks (Fig. 5.1). In evaluating managed 
soundscapes, quietness is however not a necessary scenario and sometimes 
"noisiness" is more appropriate in places with high activity (Brown 2003). Moreover, 
unwanted sounds, which make one dislikes a certain soundscape, may be negligible 
in overall sound level assessment (Brown 2003). It is thus also crucial to examine 
park visitor's perception on sound source in urban parks. 
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Figure 5.1. Perceived Park Noisiness (Overall) 
5.3 Sound source 
Generally, there were five kinds of sound sources usually recognized by park users in 
the urban parks (Fig. 5.2). Showing some consistency to site observation (Chapter 
Four, Section 4.2 and Fig. 4.1), more than half of the surveyed visitors were aware of 
road traffic noise which was the most usually recognized sound source. Sound of 
bird songs was the second which nearly half of the visitors show awareness to such 
natural sound. Besides, about one third of the visitors were aware of sounds of 
conversation and bouncing balls. Concerning perceived dominant sound, road traffic 
noise was the most usually recognized dominant sounds (Fig. 5.3). Although this 
shows consistency to observation results (Chapter Four, Section 4.2 and Fig. 4.2), 
such response only accounts for one third among the park visitors. There were other 
dominant sounds recognized by park visitors, namely sounds of bird songs, 
conversation & bouncing balls. It appeared these dominant sounds being not the 
dominant sound of the sites but rather prominent sounds (Chapter Four, Section 4.2 
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and Fig. 4.3) that arouse visitor's attention or distract their attention from road traffic 
noise. 
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5.4 Sound preference 
Previous studies such as Sasaki (1993) and Carles et al. (1999) found that people 
dislike mechanical sounds such as road traffic noise and like natural sounds such as 
bird songs. This study also found that two-third of the interviewed park visitors 
disliked road traffic noise while one-third had no special feeling on it (Fig. 5.13). 
Nonetheless, park visitors were generally not at all annoyed to just a little bit 
annoyed by it (Fig. 5.4). On the other hand, park visitors generally liked natural 
sounds such as bird songs and fountain splashing while showing no special feeling 
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Figure 5.7. Perceived Sound Source as a Function of Park Function Zone 
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Figure 5.9. Perceived Park Noisiness as a Function of Park Size 
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Figure 5.10. Perceived Noisiness as a Function of Park Function Zone 
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Figure 5.11. Road Traffic Noise Annoyance as a Function of Park Size 
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Table 6. Perception Difference between Park Size, 
on Water Splashing Sound and, among Park Function Zones 
T-test 
— I F I sig. 
Park Size Park Noisiness 0.492 0.483 
Traffic Noise 0 . 8 0 8 0 . 3 6 9 
Annoyance 
Water Zone Noisiness 0.814 0.368 




Park Zone Noisiness 0.656 0.580 
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5.5 Effect of park size 
Although measurement results show that small parks were noisier than large parks 
(Chapter Four, Section 4.3 and Fig. 4.17), both were perceived as quiet to moderately 
noisy (Fig. 5.9). No significant difference in perceived noisiness was found between 
the two (Table. 6). Despite the similar perception on noisiness in large and small 
parks, there was discrepancy in terms of sound source perception. 
In small parks, road traffic noise was the most frequently recognized sound source 
and dominant sounds (Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6). Such findings can be explained by the 
observation that traffic is the most frequently recognized sound source, dominant 
sound and prominent sound (Chapter Four, Section 4.2.1 and Fig. 4.4 Fig. 4.5 and 
Fig. 4.6 )• 
In large parks, road traffic noise as a sound source was less frequently recognized as 
compared to others such as bird songs and conversation (Fig. 5.5). This can be 
explained by the bigger park size which provides space to attenuate traffic noise from 
outside. On the other hand, it is also because of the presence of other dominant (Fig. 
5.6) and prominent sounds due to a greater variety of park function and park features. 
For instance, instead of road traffic noise, bird songs are the most frequently 
recognized sound source (Fig. 5.5) and dominant sounds (Fig. 5.6). Again, this can 
be explained by the observation that bird songs being the very frequently recognized 
sound source, dominant sound and the most frequently recognized prominent sound 
(Chapter Four, Section 4.2.2 and Fig. 4.4, Fig. 4.5 and Fig. 4.6). 
In short, road traffic noise has more impact on visitor's recognition on sound source 
as well as dominant sound in small parks. Nonetheless, there was no significant 
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difference in annoyance between large and small parks (Table 6). Both are of limited 
annoyance (Fig. 5.11). 
5.6 Effect of park function 
Although exercise area was quieter than the other three types of function zones from 
the measurement results, all the zones were generally perceived as quiet to 
moderately noisy (Fig. 5.10). No significant difference in perceived noisiness was 
found among them (Table 6). 
In sit-out area and exercise area, traffic was the most usually recognized sound 
source, followed by bird and conversation (Fig. 5.7). Although traffic noise is one of 
the perceived dominant sounds in the sit-out area and exercise area, the perceived 
dominance of bird twittering and conversation may be explained by the presence of 
prominent bird twittering and conversation sound (Chapter Four, Section 4.2.2 and 
Section 4.2.3 and Fig. 4.9). In sports ground, sound of bouncing balls was the most 
often recognized (Fig. 5.7) and regarded as dominant sounds (Fig. 5.8). Such 
perception may be explained by the high concentration on the activities carried out in 
the parks. In children playground, sounds of bird songs, conversation and playing 
children were the more recognized sound sources (Fig. 5.7). Bird songs was the most 
usually perceived dominant sound (Fig. 5.8), even though traffic is the observed 
dominant sound (Chapter Four, Section 4.2.1 and Fig. 4.8). The recognition of 
sounds instead of traffic can be again attributed to the presence of certain prominent 
sounds which may arouse attention, for instance bird twittering. 
In short, the impact of road traffic noise on sound source recognition and dominance 
was greater in sit-out area and exercise area where activities carried out are relatively 
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passive than those in sports ground and children playground. Despite the variation on 
sound source recognition and dominant sound among park function zones, visitors 
were only a little bit annoyed by road traffic noise in different park function zones 
(Fig. 5.12), despite there was statistical significant difference in annoyance among 
park function zones (Table 6). 
5.7 Effect of fountain 
To investigate the effect of water splashing sound on park user's perception to urban 
park soundscape, a fountain located in a sit-out area in Victoria park was used as a 
case study. 
According to my observation in the field, water splashing sound became the 
dominant sound in the sit-out area when the fountain was turned on. While the 
fountain was turned off road traffic noise becomes the dominant sound. In terms of 
sound intensity, two short term physical measurements (each last for 30 minutes) 
were carried out five meters from the fountain. Measurement results show that it was 
72.8 dB(A) when the fountain was turned on while it dropped to 66.6 dB(A) when 
the fountain was turned off. In other words, the sound intensity of the sit-out area 
nearly doubled to that when the fountain is turned off. With reference to (Fig. 5.17), 
water splashing sounds added medium and high frequency content to the sit-out 
area's soundscape frequency spectrum which made it white noise with all frequencies 
being present in the signal and of relative equal energy (Brown and Rutherford 1994). 




To compare the with-without water splashing effect, 129 questionnaire and 99 
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questionnaire were conducted when the fountain was turned on and turned off 
respectively. Result of questionnaire survey reveal that park users' perception on 
dominant sound was" consistent with my "observation in the field result. When the 
fountain was turned on, water splashing sound was perceived as the dominant sound 
in the sit-out area (Fig. 5.18). When the fountain was turned off, road traffic noise 
became the perceived dominant sound. However, there was no significant difference 
in perceived road traffic noise annoyance (Fig. 5.19 and Table 6) as well as perceived 
noisiness (Fig. 5.20 and Table 6) of the sit-out area. 
5.8 Perceived importance of tranquility 
Questionnaire findings reveal a general positive feeling on urban park soundscape 
from park visitors. Urban parks in Hong Kong were perceived as quiet (Fig. 5.1) and 
with limited road traffic noise annoyance (Fig. 5.4). This may be explained by 
Porteous and Mastin (1985)'s view of "dulling of senses" which they meant the 
urban style of living can lower people's sensitivity to the surroundings. This may as 
well be attributed to urban dwellers' potentially high tolerance to high sound 
intensity since their neighbourhood is already noisy. It is likely that parks visitors 
have get used to live with unwanted sounds, particularly road traffic noise. 
On the other hand, the presence of preferred sounds such as bird songs in the form of 
prominent sounds, appear to improve park users' feeling on urban park soundscape. 
Moreover, since environmental perception is multi-sensory (Carles et al. 1999) such 
positive feeling may be credited by the high satisfaction to the overall park 
environmental quality (Fig. 5.14) and other positive comments such as good air 
r » ‘ 
quality, plenty of space and being close to nature. From the question about 
determinants for park visit, the more concerned aspects were park accessibility, air 
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quality, provision of sports facilities, greenery and presence of friends (Fig. 5.15). As 
park tranquility was less concerned, it is likely that park visitors were having lower 
expectation on soundscape related aspects such as presence of desirable sound source, 
park noisiness and road traffic annoyance. Besides, people went to parks mainly for 
sports activities or to take a walk. When the more important park visit purposes 
(Fig.5.16) were fulfilled, park visitors was likely to be easily contented with the less 
concerned aspect (tranquility) even though it was actually noisy and filled with 
unwanted sound sources. 
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Figure 5.14. Perceived Environmental Quality (Overall) 
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Figure 5.17. Frequency Spectrum Measured at Victoria Park Fountain 
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5.9 Conclusion 
To conclude, park visitors generally had positive feelings on the urban park 
soundscape. 
Urban parks in Hong Kong were generally perceived as quiet to moderately noisy, 
despite field measurement results shows it is quite high. Concerning visitors' 
perception to sound source, road traffic noise was the most frequently recognized 
sound source as well as the dominant sound. On the other hand, people were found to 
have positive feelings toward natural sounds, particularly bird songs, where there 
was presence of vegetation. Despite the discrepancy in sound source and dominant 
sound recognition among park size and park function zones, park visitors generally 
reported limited annoyance towards road traffic noise. Such perception on urban park 
soundscape may probably be due to the high tolerance to noisy environment of park 
visitors living in compact cities. The presence of wanted sounds on the other hand 
adds positive feelings towards the soundscape. Added to this is the positive feeling 
on other aspects of urban parks such as accessibility and provision of facilities since 
tranquility was the less concerned aspect. In short, satisfaction to the park 
environment appeared to depend less on tranquility. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
IMPLICATIONS OF RESEARCH FINDINGS ON URBAN PARK 
SOUNDSCAPE DESIGN 
6.1 Introduction 
As an auditory refuge to urban noises, urban parks are expected to offer an 
alternative soundscape to park visitors (Hedfors 2003). Despite the positive 
perception from park visitors as discussed in Chapter Five, the soundscape of urban 
parks in Hong Kong was predominantly shaped by road traffic noise as presented in 
Chapter Four. This chapter presents some recommendations to enhance urban park 
"soundscape identity ’ in order to enhance the role of auditory refuge, by introducing 
desirable sound source added with noise control strategies to minimize road traffic 
noise impact. 
6.2 Soundscape of urban parks in Hong Kong: undesirable yet being adapted 
This study found that soundscape of urban parks in Hong Kong was predominately 
shaped by road traffic noise. The measured sound intensity was high and undesirable 
for urban parks as an outdoor living area (Chapter Four, Section 4.3 and Fig. 4.17). 
According to modeling results, such high intensity was largely contributed by road 
traffic noise (Chapter Four, Section 4.4 and Fig. 4.21 to Fig. 4.29). Besides, the 
measured frequency spectra show considerable low frequency content which was 
likely to be contributed by road traffic noise (Chapter Four, Section 4.5 and Fig. 4.31, 
Fig. 4.32 and Fig. 4.33). Despite high sound intensity, sound sources conveying 
appropriate information can improve the soundscape quality (Carles et al 1999; 
Brown 2003). However, soundscape of Hong Kong urban parks in terms of sound 
source was also largely dominated by road traffic noise (Chapter Four, Section 4.2 
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and Fig. 4.1 Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3). According to Chapter Four, section 4.2.4 most of 
the urban park soundscapes were either "crowded" or "clear" in terms of soundscape 
clarity. For most of these crowded soundscapes, road traffic noise as background 
sound was being strongly experienced and for most of those "clear" soundscapes, 
road traffic noise as prominent sound was being strongly experienced. In spite of the 
undesirable soundscape as an outdoor living area, park users were found to have 
positive feeling on the soundscape and show limited annoyance from road traffic 
noise in parks of different sizes, in different park function zones and in different 
times of a day. 
6.3 Enhancing soundscape identity of urban parks 
Despite the positive feeling of park users on soundscape of urban parks in Hong 
Kong, there is a need to improve the soundscape since urban parks provide an 
important outdoor living environment for urban dwellers. According to Hedfors 
(2003), urban parks as auditory refuges should bear a strong sense of soundscape 
identity which provides soundscape different from that of the urban environment and 
offer a respite from urban noises (see Chapter Two, section 2.4.3). Based on the 
concepts of auditory refuge and soundscape identity, this study proposes to 
rejuvenate the auditory refuge role of urban parks in Hong Kong by giving it a strong 
sense of soundscape identity. The results in Chapter Four, section 4.2 and section 4.3 
indicate that there were differences in sound source and sound intensity between 
large and small parks while these attributes are quite similar in different function 
zones and different time in a day. Hence, recommendation on enhancing Hong Kong 
urban parks' soundscape identity will be focused on separate approaches in designing 
/ 
soundscape of large and small parks. 
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6.4 Small parks 
In this study, the "neighbourhood parks" (Mertes and Hall 1995) which are smaller in 
size, namely Sheung Shui Park, Choi Hung Road Playground, Siu Lek Yuen Road 
Playground and Po Hong Park, were regarded as small parks. Soundscapes of these 
small parks were mostly crowded in terms of soundscape clarity (Chapter Four, 
Section 4.2.4 and Fig. 4.14). In other words, road traffic noise was strongly 
experienced as the background while the weakly experienced prominent sound was 
always road traffic noise. 
To enhance the acoustic character and so as to foster the soundscape identity of small 
parks, this study recommends introducing soundmarks (Hedfors 2003) to the parks as 
acoustic attractions such as some prominent natural or man-made sounds desired by 
the concerned community (Fig. 6.1). Such soundmarks may distract park visitor's 
attention from road traffic noise that can hardly be removed in the already built-up 
area (Kilinan and Kropp 2001 Brown 2003). This "Acoustic Objective", as coined 
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Figure 6.1. Recommendation on Urban Park Soundscape Clarity Design 
As road traffic noise casts a strong background in small parks, prominent natural 
sounds such as bird songs as soundmarks can be introduced. Since these targeted 
parks are relatively small in size, fruiting tree is the preferred vegetation type for 
birds which can not only be a food reserve, but can also allow much space for nesting 
compared to shrubs and grass. 
Apart from natural sounds, man-made sounds can be increased by enhancing the park 
functions. For instance, urban parks in the morning are usually used as an exercise 
area. However, the music played during the exercise served a limited area and a 
small group of people who brought the radio. This study recommends installing 
outdoor speakers in order to broadcast music desired for the concerned community 
I " Vi . •‘ 
' . . . ‘‘ ‘‘ . 
"‘ for morning exercise. As more people are attracted to the parks, more man-made 
sounds such as conversation and children's laughter are expected. Soundscape 
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identity and even a sense of community identity may thus be enhanced. 
To ensure that natural sounds or man-made sounds can be strongly experienced, it is 
also important to control road traffic noise from intruding in to the park. Due to 
limited space available, small parks in Hong Kong can be elevated or sunken 
(Schaefer 1977) relatively to the surrounding roads. Noise barrier can be a substitute 
to topographic variations if engineering problems is encountered. To soften such 
noise screening structures in the park land, ornamental building materials can be used 
and climbers can be planted for beautification. Moreover, fruiting trees can be 
planted to hide the barrier from eye sight as well as introducing natural sound 
sources, particularly bird and cicadas. 
With the recommended acoustic objective that natural sounds or man-made sounds 
being strongly experienced, there are two resultant soundscapes expected, either 
powerful or clear (Fig. 6.1 ) which depends on how much the road traffic background 
sound can be controlled. With reference to the Model of Prominence (Hedfors 2003) 
which has been reviewed in chapter two, section 2.2.5.2, a powerful soundscape is 
expected when the newly introduced prominent sound and road traffic background 
can both be strongly experienced. If the road traffic background is well controlled 
while the newly introduced prominent sound is strongly experienced, a clear 
soundscape is expected. 
In meeting the designated park function and local aspirations, the proposed acoustic 
objectives can be time zoned (Hedfors 2003). For instance, the strongly experienced 
sound can be music in the morning using amplifier for music broadcast; bird 
twittering in the mid-day by planting more fruiting trees which attracts aviary; and 
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man-made sound in the afternoon by promoting urban park's image for social 
gathering. 
6.5 Large parks 
In this study, large parks include Victoria Park which is a "large urban park" 
according to Mertes and Hall (1995) s scheme of classification and Morse Park 
which is a "community park" of the same scheme. Half of the soundscapes of these 
large parks were crowded like that of small parks while one third of the soundscapes 
were clear that road traffic noise as a prominent sound is strongly experienced 
(Chapter Four, Section 4.2.4 and Fig. 4.14). Besides, the sound sources of large parks 
were more heterogeneous than that of small parks (Chapter Four, Section 4.2 and Fig. 
4.4). Due to the availability of space, large parks have more room for creative 
soundscape design apart from providing respite from urban noises like small parks. 
The recommended approach in enhancing soundscape identity of large parks is to 
foster transition and diversification of soundscape so that heterogeneity of 
soundscape can be enhanced. 
According to Hedfors (2003), urban park as an auditory refuge should cast a zone of 
transition to the outside world where the dulled senses of urban dwellers (Porteous 
and Mastin 1985) can be stimulated. Since urban parks in Hong Kong are usually 
surrounded by road networks, a transition from road traffic noise to park sounds can 
be created at park entrance. If the soundscape is crowded just like those in small 
parks, the same solution applies (Fig. 6.1). If the soundscape is clear with prominent 
road traffic noise, water splashing sound should be introduced as a strong 
background to give a crowded soundscape (Fig. 6.1) where road traffic noise can be 
acoustically masked. If the prominent road traffic noise is too loud or too frequent to 
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be masked, other prominent sounds desired by local community such as bird 
twittering can be introduced as soundmark for acoustic distraction (Fig. 6.1). Again, 
road traffic noise can be prevented from intruding the park by noise screening 
structure. Earth mound can be built along the park edge not only as noise barrier, but 
also as natural habitat for natural sound sources. 
Based on Hedfors (2003)'s recommendation of diversifying soundscape through 
creation of soundmarks and soundscape patches, this study suggests park designers 
to make use of natural sounds to create soundmarks, for instance, bird twittering, 
insect chirping, frog croaking and water splashing, etc., as a form of acoustic 
attraction and auditory amusement which may enhance the soundscape identity of the 
parks. A mosaic of soundscape patches in park interior can be created by a mixture of 
natural and man-made sounds in various park function zones. At each function zones, 
the strongly experienced sounds should be determined according to the desired park 
function and soundscape information. Nonetheless, whether the strongly experienced 
sound should be the prominent sound or the background sound remains not answered. 
In other words, whether a clear, crowded, powerful and mild soundscape is desirable 
for urban parks needs to be determined in future studies. Moreover, upon designating 
the mosaic of soundscape patches over the park land, one should be careful to 
introduce the "right sound" in the "right place" and in the "right time" according to 
park visit purpose and soundscape expectation. For instance, sound of bouncing ball 
can be a source of annoyance in the sit-out area and broadcast music for morning tai 
chi may be preferred in the morning but disliked in the afternoon due to change in 
park visitors' profile. 
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6.6 Conclusion 
As a refuge for the auditory sense, urban parks should be configured with strong 
soundscape identity in contrast to that of the urban environment (Hedfors 2003). 
Based on the concepts of auditory refuge and soundscape identity put forward by 
Hedfors (2003), this study proposes to introduce "soundmarks" to small parks to 
enhance the soundscape identity of small parks and distract park visitors' attention 
from road traffic noise. Concerning the creation of soundmarks, broadcast music and 
natural sounds such as bird twittering can be used. For large parks, a transition from 
urban soundscape to urban park soundscape at park entrance (Hedfors 2003) can be 
fostered using prominent natural sounds. In the park interior, soundscape should be 
diversified by creating soundmarks and soundscape patches (Hedfors 2003). A 
mosaic of soundscape patches can be created by a mixture of natural and man-made 
sounds in various park function zones. Besides, this study recommends that the 
strongly experienced sounds should be determined according to the desired park 
function and soundscape information at each function zones. Moreover, road traffic 
noise can be attenuated or modified by creating variations in park topography in the 
park. In small parks where space is limited, they can be either elevated or sunken 
(Schaefer 1977) from the altitude of surrounding roads. For large parks, earth mound 
can be used as noise barrier as well as habitat for attracting natural sound sources. 






Created to enhance the quality of life, urban parks serve important environmental 
functions and at the same time provide a platform for social interactions. However, 
poor planning and urban encroachment can undermine theses functions because 
urban parks are always situated next to heavily trafficked road which is a source of 
pollution in compact cities. It is uncertain how the urban park acoustic environment, 
or what some scholars refer to as "soundscape", is being shaped by road traffic noise. 
This study attempts to characterize the soundscape of urban parks in Hong Kong; 
determine how urban park soundscape is being shaped by road traffic noise; 
investigate if urban park soundscape is improved by variations in park topography 
and water splashing sound; and understand park visitors' perception to urban park 
soundscape. 
7.2 Summary of findings 
With the increasing concern that road traffic noise can have severe impact on human 
subjects, the "noise control" approach has been adopted in minimizing road traffic 
intrusion into urban parks. However, such approach is being criticized for its 
inadequacy in making a desirable soundscape since attributes other than sound 
intensity, such as sound source and tonality, are simply ignored (Fortkamp 2000 
Berglund and Nilsson 2001, Brown 2003, Hedfors 2003). In the past decades, experts 
from various disciplines such as Schaefer (1977) Okuda et al. (1994), Ge and Hokao 
(2002) McGregor et al. (2002) Brown (2003) and Hedfors (2003) have been 
advocating for proactively designing the soundscape of our living environment and 
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urban park is one of the focal areas where soundscape needs to be improved. 
It is against this background that this study investigated the characteristics of urban 
park soundscape in compact cities using Hong Kong as an example. Two large city 
parks and four smaller neighbourhood parks were selected for a number of reasons. 
First, to ascertain the impact of road traffic noise, parks selected are either located 
next to trunk road or even surrounded by roads at all park edges. Second, large and 
small parks are selected for comparing the spatial variations of sound intensity. Third, 
parks of various park features and facilities which accommodate different park 
functions are also selected. 
In general, field observation and measurement results shows that urban park 
soundscape was predominantly shaped by road traffic noise in terms of sound 
sources (Chapter Four, Section 4.2 and Fig. 4.1 Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3), sound 
intensity (Chapter Four, Section 4.3 and Fig. 4.17, Fig. 4.18 and Fig. 4.19) and 
frequency spectrum (Chapter Four, Section 4.5 and Fig. 4.31, Fig. 32 and Fig. 4.33) 
which can be attributed to the poor location of urban parks which are usually sited 
next to or even surrounded by roads. The predominance of road traffic noise impact 
was similarly great in large and small parks, in different park function zones and in 
different time of the day. 
In terms of sound source, road traffic noise was the most frequently found sound type 
and dominant sound in both large and small parks (Chapter Four, Section 4.2.1 and 
Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.5), among the four park function zones (Chapter Four, Section 
4.2.1 and Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8) and through out the day (Chapter Four, Section 4.2.1 
and Fig. 4.10 and Fig. 4.11). Other sounds, particularly bird twittering being the 
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second most frequently found sound source found in the urban parks, were prominent 
sounds (Chapter Four, Section 4.2.2 and Fig. 4.3) that do not dominate the 
soundscape. As a result, their influence in diversifying urban park soundscape was 
limited. 
In terms of soundscape clarity (Hedfors 2003), soundscape was generally "crowded" 
in urban parks of Hong Kong, no matter where you are in large or small parks, 
different park function zones or different time in a day. According to Chapter Four, 
section 4.2.4 such crowded soundscape was characterized by road traffic noise 
which is the strongly experienced background sound. 
Concerning sound intensity, 98 percent of the short term measurements exceed 
55dB(A) (Chapter Four, Section 4.3 and Fig. 4.17) which is considered quite high 
and undesirable for urban parks as an outdoor living area. Sound intensity in large 
parks was lower than that of small parks due to the bigger size which allow greater 
noise attenuation. Exercise area was the quietest place while sit-out area was the 
loudest among the four park function zones (Chapter Four, Section 4.3 and Fig. 4.18). 
Urban parks in Hong Kong were slightly noisier in the morning and in the afternoon 
which are the rush hours in a day (Chapter Four, Section 4.3 and Fig. 4.19). The 
extent that urban park soundscape was contributed by road traffic noise was 
ascertained by computer modeling, quantifying the extent to which the measured 
sound intensity at different locations was contributed by road traffic. According to 
the computer modeling results, soundscapes of small urban parks were generally 
largely contributed by road traffic noise (Chapter Four, Section 4.4 and Fig. 4.22), 
and the degree of contribution was similar in different park function zones (Chapter 
Four, Section 4.4 and Fig. 4.23 to Fig. 4.26) and through out the day (Chapter Four, 
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Section 4.4 and Fig. 4.27 Fig. 4.28 and Fig. 4.29). 
Concerning frequency spectrum of urban park soundscape, measurement results 
show a high portion of low frequency content in large and small parks in the four 
park function zones and throughout the day (Chapter Four, Section 4.5 and Fig. 4.31’ 
Fig. 4.32 and Fig. 4.33). This is also a reflection of the dominance of road traffic 
noise to the overall soundscape. 
This study found that urban park soundscape can be improved by topographic 
variations and water splashing sounds. According to computer modeling results in 
chapter four, section 4.6, topographic variations were capable of reducing road traffic 
noise intrusion into the parks. Such results are consonant with recommendations 
from previous studies, such as Ge and Hokao (2002) and Hedfors (2003), that urban 
parks should be designed with undulating topography in order to control noise 
coming from outside the park. The study also confirmed the importance of fountains 
in soundscape enhancement. The case study of Victoria Park fountain shows that 
water splashing sound can not only mask the low frequency road traffic noise 
(Chapter Five, Section 5.7 and Fig. 5.17) but can also improve park visitor's 
perception to urban park soundscape by being the perceived dominant sounds 
(Chapter Five, Section 5.7 and Fig. 5.18). 
Concerning visitors' perception to sound source, urban parks in Hong Kong were 
generally perceived as quiet to moderate noisy (Chapter Five, Section 5.2 and Fig. 
5.1). Road traffic noise was the most frequently recognized sound source as well as 
the dominant sound (Chapter Five, Section 5.3 and Fig. 5.2 and Fig. 5.3). 
Notwithstanding the awareness of traffic noise, most people were found, according to 
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the questionnaire survey, to have positive feeling on natural sounds, particularly bird 
songs (Chapter Five, Section 5.4 and Fig. 5.13). Despite large and small parks were 
generally perceived as quiet, road traffic noise was more recognized as a sound 
source as well as the dominant sound in smaller parks (Chapter Five, Section 5.5 and 
Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6). Nonetheless, there was no significant difference in annoyance 
between large and small parks. Although all park function zones were generally 
perceived as quiet, the impact of road traffic noise on sound source recognition and 
dominant sound was greater in sit-out area and exercise area where activities carried 
are relatively passive than those in sports ground and children playground (Chapter 
Five, Section 5.6 and Fig. 5.7 and Fig. 5.8). However, annoyance from road traffic 
noise among function zones remains very little (Chapter Five, Section 5.6 and Fig. 
5.12). 
I suspect the relatively low level annoyance toward road traffic noise and the positive 
perception on urban park soundscape in Hong Kong can be attributable to the high 
tolerance of the local population to noisy environment. The presence of desired 
sounds on the other hand may add positive feelings towards the soundscape. Added 
to this may be the positive feeling on other aspects of urban parks in Hong Kong 
such as high accessibility and availability of park facilities which are rated as the 
more important park visit criteria while tranquility was the less concerned aspect 
(Chapter Five, Section 5.8 and Fig. 5.15). 
As an auditory refuge to urban noises, it is suggested that urban parks should have a 
strong soundscape identity (Hedfors 2003) which is in contrast to the urban 
soundscape. To nurture such an identity, this study proposes the introduction of 
soundmarks (Hedfors 2003) to small parks to distract attention from road traffic 
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noise. Concerning the creation of soundmarks, broadcast music and natural sounds 
such as bird twittering can be used. For large parks, a transition (Hedfors, 2003) from 
urban soundscape to urban park soundscape at park entrance can be fostered using 
water splashing sounds. At park interior, soundscape should be diversified by 
creating soundmarks and soundscape patches (Hedfors 2003). A mosaic of 
soundscape patches can be created by a mixture of natural and man-made sounds in 
various park function zones. 
Park designers are reminded that the strongly experienced sounds at each function 
zone should be determined according to the desired park function and soundscape 
information. Despite park visitor's positive feeling on Hong Kong urban park 
soundscape, this study recommends using topographic variations are to prevent road 
traffic noise from intruding the parks. In small parks where space is limited, they can 
be either elevated or sunken from the altitude of surrounding roads. Besides, noise 
barrier designed with ornamental material or shielded by vegetation can be a 
substitute. For large parks, earth mound can be used as noise barrier as well as 
habitat for attracting natural sound sources. 
7.3 Limitations of the research 
7.3.1 Park visitor's aspiration for desirable soundscape 
This study has looked into the park visitors' general attitude to urban park 
soundscape with particular reference to their preference for sound sources, 
annoyance to road traffic noise and overall noisiness, there is yet limited information 
on how various sounds should be configured to shape a good soundscape experience. 
The findings show that park visitors disliked road traffic noise but they did not 
particularly find it annoying. There is as yet little which can unravel these mysteries. 
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It is thus essential to explore the interplay of sounds using more case studies or 
control experiments, however the constraints in time and resources have precluded 
the study from doing so. 
7.4 Further studies for designing a desirable urban park soundscape 
Firstly, whether a clear, crowded, powerful or mild soundscape is desirable for urban 
parks should be further investigated. According to Hedfors (2003), soundscape 
clarity should be the cardinal principle for designing soundscapes. Nonetheless, there 
is no data suggesting if a desirable urban park soundscape should be clear, crowded, 
powerful or mild, particularly for a compact city such as Hong Kong. Results of this 
study (Chapter Four, Section 4.2.4) are consonant with the view of Brown (2003) 
that even a clear soundscape can be composed of prominent road traffic noise that 
makes it undesirable. On the other hand, a crowded soundscape may be desirable 
since strong background of natural sounds is found in limited area in the studied 
urban parks. Moreover, this study suggests such future study on desirable soundscape 
clarity should take into account on local community's aspiration for practical reason. 
Secondly, this study recommends investigating the viability of using high pitch 
natural sounds to mask low pitch road traffic noise. Although urban park soundscape 
in Hong Kong was largely shaped by road traffic noise, bird twittering and cicadas 
chirping were always found to be the prominent sounds in urban parks (Chapter Four, 
Section 4.2.2 and Fig. 4.3). The presence of such high pitch sound provides room for 
studying the masking of low pitch road traffic noise using high pitch natural sounds. 
If these natural sounds were proved to be effective in masking the low pitch road 
traffic, this could have positive implications on the significance of increasing the 
level of greening and naturalness in our urban area. 
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Thirdly, future study on urban park soundscape should consider incorporating other 
sensory aspects since perception to the park environment is multi-sensory and senses 
are intermingled. As long as urban park soundscape is improved, there is a need to 
unravel how soundscape design can be incorporated to other sensory designs such as 
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1. ( 1) 
To what extent are you satisfied with the environmental quality of this urban park? (Chart 1) 
( / / / / 
(Satisfied very much / Satisfied / Moderately Satisfied / Dissatisfied / Dissatisfied very much) 
2. u ’ " II " 
What do you like about this park environment? (Open-end question) 
3. " ’ " " 
What do you dislike about this park environment? (Open-end question) 
4. u " 
Which of the following is/are you park visit criteria? 
criteria most important criteria 
easy to go to 
vegetation 









• •" • 
friends 
• • ‘ 
safe 
others: 
5. ( 2) 
Is this park noisy in general? 
(i- ‘ ( / '• / nm / m/ • 
(Very quiet / Quiet / Moderate / Noisy / Very noisy) 
6. [' 
Have you ever have the following experience during your visit in this park because of too noisy? 
yes strongest feeling 
being annoyed 
hard to concentrate 
hard to listen to others conversation 
:others: 
7. ( 2) 
Is here noisy? (Chart 2) 
(|- ‘4 (11} / im / /1 • 
(Very quiet / Quiet / Moderate / Noisy / Very noisy) 
8. i. i ( • ® 
What kind of sound do you hear here? Any others? (Open-end question) 
ii. " 
Which one is the dominant sound? 
iii. (l!y )( 4)( / / / / ®) 
Which one is the dominant sound? (Liked very much / Satisfied / Moderately Satisfied / 
Dissatisfied / Dissatisfied very much) 
- 1 1 9 -
iv. 
Why? 
9. ( 2) 
Do you find the traffic noise outside noisy? (Chart 2) 
(I • ' iTP / 'm/ nm / ) 
(Very quiet / Quiet / Moderate / Noisy / Very noisy) 
10. S) 
Are you annoyed by the traffic noise outside? 
( / / • / / 
(Not at all annoyed / A little bit annoyed / Moderately annoyed / Quite annoyed / Very much annoyed) 
11. ” 
How often do you visit this park? 
( / 2 - 3 / 4 - 7 / 10 / 2 0 / 
(everyday / two to three days / four to seven days / above ten days / above twenty days / above one 
month) 
12. “ 








stay close to nature 
others: 
- 1 2 0 -
13. ? 
Which area in this park do you usually go to? Why? 
14. ( 10 / 10 4 / 4 
When do you go to this park in general? (before ten in the morning / from ten in the morning to four 
in the afternoon / after four in the afternoon) 
personal information 
age 
• 12 below twelve • 1 2 - 1 7 twelve to seventeen 
• 18 - 24 eighteen to twenty four • 25 - 39 twenty five to thirty nine 
• 4 0 - 5 5 M forty to fifty five • 55 above fifty five 
sex : 
• male female 
occupation : 
managers and administrators 
• professionals 
• associate professionals 
• clcrks 
• fM servicc workers 
• shop sales workers 
• agriculture, forestry and fishery workers 
• ski ed labour 





• have not received formal education • / j primary level 
• secondary level • tertiary level or above 
place of residence: 
• ) 
• nearby (please specify name of property) 
• 
n this district 
• ( ) 
• other district 
- 1 2 1 -
APPENDIX TWO 
Figure 1. Road Traffic Noise Contribution, Sheung Shui Park. Morning Scenario 
p H B I 
Figure 2. Road Traffic Noise Contribution, Sheung Shui Park, Mid-day Scenario 
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H H I 
Figure 3. Road Traffic Noise Contribution, Sheung Shui Park, Afternoon Scenario 
Figure 4. Road Traffic Noise Contribution, Victoria Park, Morning Scenario, With Earth Mound 
- 1 2 3 -
— 
w ^ H B H I 
I ^ I I ^ ^ B l l 
Figure 5. Road Traffic Noise Contribution. Victoria Park, Mid-day Scenario. With Earth Mound 
M 
Figure 6. Road Trirffic Noise Contribution, Victoria Park, Afternoon Scenario, With Earth Mound 
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Figure 7. Road Traffic Noise Contribution. Victoria Park. Morning Scenario. Without Earth Mound 
Figure 8. Road Traffic Noise Contribution. Victoria Park. Mid-day Scenario. Without Earth Mound 
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I M i 
Figure 9. Road Tritffic Noise Contribution. Victoria Park. Afternoon Scenario, Without Earth Mound 
Figure 10. Road Traffic Noise Contribution. Morse Park. Morning Scenario. Elevated 
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Figure 11. Road Traffic Noise Contribution, Morse Park, Mid-day Scenario, Elevated 
• 
Figure 12. Road Traffic Noise Contribution, Morse Park. Afternoon Scenario. Elevated 
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Figure 13. Road Traffic Noise Contribution. Morse Park. Morning Scenario. Not Elevated 
Figure 14. Road Traffic Noise Contribution. Morse Park. Mid-day Scenario. Not Elevated 
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Figure 15. Road Traffic Noise Contribution. Morse Park. Afternoon Scenario Not Elevated 
mB^mm 
Figure 16. Road Trtffic Nolso Contribution, Choi Hung Road Playground, Morning Scenario. With Earth Mound 
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m w ^ M M 
Flgur« 17. Road Traffic Nols« Contribution, Choi Hung Road Playground. Mid-day Scenario, With Earth Mound 
Figure 18. Road Traffic Noise Contribution. Choi Hung Road Playground, Aflernoon Scenario. With Earth Mound 
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WSmm^ 
FIgur* 19. Ro d Traffic Noitt Contribution, Choi Hung Road Playground, Morning Scenario, Without Earth Mound 
- … — J B B P i i i i i J M I 
m ^ f f m n m u m i 
H ^ B S H E H I B B E H H B B E B ^ B D B B S 
Flgur* 20. Road Trafflc Nol«a Contribution, Choi Hung Road Playground, Mid-day Scenario. Without Earth Mound 
- 1 3 1 -
M M M M l 
H H ^ H H i 
FIgurt 21. Road Traffic Noise Contribution, Choi Hung Road Playground, Atternoon Scenario. Without Earth Mound 
M I P H W M W H B 
l^mSmmB^KmM 
FIgurt 22. Road Traffic Noitt Contribution, Slu L«k Yu«n Road Playground, Momino Scenario, Sunken 
- 1 3 2 -
wammmmmm 
B B ^ M — i M 
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FIgur* 23. Road Traffic NoIm Contribution, Slu L«K Yutn Road Playground, Mid-day Scenario Sunken 
M M M M 
Rgur* 24. Road Traffic Nol• Contribution, Slu L«k Yutn Road Playground, Afternoon Sctnario, Sunktn 
- 1 3 3 -
BIHMH 
Flgurt 25. Road Traffic Noitt Contribution, Siu Ltk Yu»n Road Playground, Morning Scenario, Not Sunken 
H ^ M I I I I m 
M ^ m H H M m 
iM 
^ ^ H i i l t W W M i H M 
ffi^^HnoH 
Figure Road Traffic NoIm Contribution, Siu L«k Yutn Road Playground, Mid-day Scenario, Not Sunk«n 
- 1 3 4 -
FIgur* 27. Road Traffic Noitt Contribution, Slu Lek Yu«n Road Pltyground, Att«rnoon Scenario, Not Sunktn 
Figure 28. Road Traffic Noise Contribution, Po Hong Park, Morning Scenario 
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TlMIL iLLlriil 
Figure 29. Road Traffic Noise Contribution, Po Hong Park, Mid-day Scenario 
• 
Figure 30. Road Traffic Noise Contribution, Po Hong Park, Afternoon Scenario 
- 1 3 6 -
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